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TENNIS TEAMS
KEEP STREAKING

ENDING THE SIX-YEAR ITCH

- SEE SPORTS, A11

- SEE SPORTS, A11

Baseball scratched out USF, takes season series from Bulls

DO THE HUSTLE •
KUNG FU, THAT IS
- SEE the indie, INSIDE

Vinod Bajaj, owner
of the liquid Cellar.
Bar and Bistro for
the past three years,
spoke in support of
an on-campus
stadium at Monday's
open forum meeting
in the Student
Union.

' Forum·speakers mostly favor stadium
ASHLEY BURNS

)

Trustees vote o.n stadium

Managing Editor

Monday night marked tlie first of three
.) consecutive open fonim meetings held by
the UCF Athletics Association concerning
today's Board of Trustees vote on the feasibility study.of an on-campus stadium.
The board will meet from 2 p.m. to 5
p~m. in the Cape Florida ballroom in the
Student Union.
· Monday's forum showed the kind of

What: Board ofTrustees meeting
Where: Cape Florida Ballroom
When: 2 p.m. to 5 p.~. today .
home-field advantage UCF has not only in
its vision for the football stadium but in its
own Student Union. Hundreds of proUCF stadium endorsers filled the Grand
Pegasus Ballroom, sporting gold stickers

that read·~ Golden Opportunity:'
There were also plenty of campus
neighbors in attendance who opposed the
stadium, but after Athletic Director Steve
Orsini's one-hour presentation on the positive aspects of building a stadium, the
speakers in favor far outweighed those
against.
.
Twenty.:.nine of *e first 30 ~peakers
praised the poteniliil home for football and
PLEASE SEE

PROTESTER ON A9

Film's
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Tomorrow's deadline
looms as students
scramble to ftle on time
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fame a
work in
progress
I

J.

VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer
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With this semester coming to a close, students are preparing for their final exams and
research papers, but there is also another deadline that students should be aware of - taxes.
The deadline for filing your federal tax
return is tomorrow, and for many students who
have only filed taxes once or twice, this process
can be a long and confusing one.
The Internal Revenue Service's Web site
states, "Every U.S. citizen or resident must file a
U.S. income tax return if income levels are ..
reached." The amount of your income, whether
you are able to be claimed as a dependent, your
filing status and your age will determine
whether you.have to file taxes.
Andrew Judd, a c;ertified public accountant
and associate professor at UCF, said, "It is every
citizen's duty to pay taxes on the income that
they have earned."
By the last day in January, all employers are .
required to send out W-2 or 1099 forms to their
employees. These forms indicate the total
amount of income made by their employees.
.Especially for. students who have had more
than one job in the past year; it is important to
keep track of W-2s and any other important
financial records. It can complicate the process .
if ~ forms are not complete when students go
to do their taxes, Judd said..
The amount that has been withheld from
your paychecks also plays a big role on how
much you can get on your refund.
"There are three kinds of taxes that are withheld from an employee's wages: the income tax,
Social Security and Medicare," Judd said. "You
can't get a refund on the Social Security and the
Medicare unless you made more than $87,000,
which I don't think pertains to any UCF students. But if you have federal taxes withheld on
your pay stub, you have to file a return to have
them refund it."
For students with a heavy financial burden,
there are two education tax credits available: the
Hope Credit and the Lifetime Learning Credit.
According to Donna Bobek, a CPA and assistant
' professor of accounting, you can only take a
credit if you pay "for qualified educational ' ·
expenses." Qualified educational expenses are
defined as tuition and fees only.
To qualify for the Hope Credit you must be in
your first two years of college, and the maximum amount you could receive is $1,500. The
Lifetime Learning Credit is not exclusive to students in their first two years of college, and the
PLEASE SEE

Student works win
awards, showings
at film festivals
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MONICA PANAKOS
Senior StaffWrite"r

TAX ON A2
PHOTOILLUSTRATION BY BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

, Founders' Day recognizes outstanding teacher
) Faculty and students honored at yearly celebration
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

Yesterday was a day of celebration and
a day of honoring the faculty and students
at UCF, as university officials and staff
recognized Founders' Day.
Professor Michael Hynes of the College of Education was the most notable
) winner of the day, receiving the Pegasus
Professor Award for outstanding teaching,
research and service. Hynes has been
teaching at UCF for 34 years and also
serves the community as a math tutor for
children. The Pegasus Professor Award is
t~e highest honor for faculty at UCF and
Hynes will receive a statue, medal and
$5,000.
In his letter of recommendati.on for
Hynes, UCF Research Initiative director

· Charles Dziuban wrote, "He has personally helped hundreds of young people learn
mathematics - large numbers of them at
the Hynes' kitchen table in the evening. In
Central Florida, it is common knowledge
that the Hynes' kitchen table is always
open for a math tutoring session."
The College ofEducation cleaned up in
the awards as Karen Verkler, an assistant
professor in the school, won the overall
award for excellence in undergraduate
teaching. Verkler has been at UCF for a
decade and is the coordinator of the Foreign ~anguage Education Program.
John Weishampel picked up the top
prize in the Excellence in Graduate
Teaching category as the associate professor in biology. He has devoted most of his

Debby Wolfe knows a thing or two
about making films.
The UCF film alumna has achieved
success by having directed a small film
that recently w;;tS accepted into one of
the country's most prominent festivals, the Tribeca Film Festival in New
York City, and also won an award at the
2004 Hamptons International Festival.
That film, Cat's Bad Hair Day,
about the struggles of a 13-year-old
"new girl in town," will be shown locally at 4:30 p.m. Saturday at the Enzian
Theater as part ofthe Florida Film Festival. But its ·success is also a direct
result of the UCF Film Department's
efforts to promote the school and its
student filmmakers.
In the world of independent filmmaking, aspiring directors recognize
they are only as significant as the buzz
they create. That buzz is most likely
sparked one way: acceptance into
one or more of America's hundreds of annual film festivals.
During the past year, Wolfe
is one of several UCF film graduates to have accomplished
that feat, receiving coveted
slots in film festivals like the
Florida Film Festival that
opened last weekend.
No one quite understands the process of
entering film festivals better
than Rich Grula, festival coordinator for the UCF Film Department. For
the past year he has mailed more than
100 copies of a DVD titled Five Stories
to some of the country's hottest festivals. The disk features a compilation of
five UCF student short films. The
results of the mailings, he says, have
been impressive. Of the 100 entries
submitted, 43 have been accepted.
"We've got every film on that disk
in at least one festival," said Grula. "It's
powerful proof to the students that
you can get your film into a festival."
He hopes that confidence boost will
inspire film graduates to enter further
festivals on their own.
For 10 years Grula has assisted with
the local Florida Film Festival, serving
as marketing director and a member of
the selection committee. This experience, along with the knowledge gained
by submitting his own films into festivals, has given him an inside perspective into what the festivals are looking
for in a film.
,
Grula explained that festivals can
be useful for promoting the reputation
of the students and the school He witnessed many film graduates simply
giving up on their filmmaking pursuits.
"It dawned on me that they weren't
just squandering their own opportunity; ·they were squandering the opportunity for the school to gain some
more credibility," he said. Therefore,
he came up with the idea for the DVD
in hopes of ~reating a "calling card" to
market the school and· to introduce
students into the film festival world.

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA-FUTURE
PLEASE SEE

TWO ON A9

UCF President John Hitt, left, congratulates professor Michael Hynes on his best teacher award.
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Around Campus

Madison honor a·first for UCF

News and notices for
the UCF community ·

Fellowship winner gets $24,000 to study and teach U.S. Constitution

Future wins top honors again
For the third year in a row,
the Central Florida Future has
earned top honors among its
peer newspapers in a regional
competition sponsored by the
student chapter of the Society
of Professional Journalists.
Along with the paper's
recognition as Best All-Around
·Non-Daily Student Newspaper,
announced at the SPJ regional
conference last weekend in
Charleston, S.C., form-er associate editor Christine Dellert and
former staff writer Steven Sotloff shared thkd place in the
breaking-news category for an
article in the Future last fall
about a fire at Pegasus Landing.
Dellert also won a first place for
news repo.r ting and a third
place for feature reporting for
articles published elsewhere.
The honors for the Future
were given in the category of
student newspapers published
two or three times per week.
The paper was judged against
its peers from universities in
Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
South Carolina and Tennessee.
Regional winners now
advance to the national contest,
which last year recognized the
Future as a national finalist.

Washington, D.C., over the
KATE HOWELL
.summer term in 2006. All the
Senior Staff Writer
fellowship recipients will
Gaining prestige for herself complete an intensive study
and her school, education of the Constitution.
senior Stacey Repass this
"The money will allow me
month became the first UCF to concentrate solely on my
student to win the esteemed studies while in grad school,"
James Madison Fellowship, an Repass said. She added that
award that supports graduate without the award, she would
students who will continue to have taught while attending
teach the U.S. Constitution in graduate school, someth'i ng
secondary schools.
that would · "delay the
Repass was among 50 stu- process."
dents across the.country who
An
active
volunteer,
received the coveted fellow- Repa!\s credits much of her
ship, named after the fourth success to her activities at
U.S. president and acknowl- home arid abroad. "I know
edged "father of the Constitu- sign language and voluntion and the Bill of Rights."
teered at a school for the deaf
Repass will receive $24,000 in Jamaica,'' she said. Repass
over the course of her educa- has also volunteered in Costa
tion and will attend a month- Rica and locally at Lake Howlong James Madison program - ell High · School in Winter
at Georgetown University in Park.

As part of the application
process, Repass submitted
essays about herself, her
desire to teach and the importance of the Constitution in
secondary education. Applicants also had to be in good
academic standing.
"The hardest part was the
essay on the CQnstitution;"
Repass said. "Because I wasn't
just writing about myself. I
really had to think about the
Constitution and how teaching it in secondary education
affects the students."
Repass added that students
interested in the fellowship
should start preparing their
applications early. "Start
working on it in advance," she
said. "There're a lot of essays."
Repass found out about the
fellowship from Lisa Sklar,
director of stµdent develop-

ment for the Burnett Honors
College, last April and spent
the majority of January and
February composing her
essays.
·~ytime a student wins an
award like this, it adds to the
prestige and honor of their
college," said Tom Evelyn,
assistant director of news and
information at UCF. "It shows
what kind of institution the
College of Education is. That
it i.,5 producing students who
win these awards."
Repass added that the fellowship is "very notable" and
that she hopes it will bring
attention to UCF's social science education program,
where she plans on starting
her master's degree this fall.
In the future, Repass hopes to
teach social studies at the secondary level in Orlando.

Tax extensions can be filed online
FROM

Al

maximum amount from this
credit is $2,000.
With so many options to
help students and with the filing deadline so close, it's hard
to believe there are still many
students who have yet to file
their taxes.
"I just forgot about it," s:;tid
engineer major Will Feliciano.
"This is my first year filing for
taxes, but I am going to have it
done before the deadline. Filing for taxes doesn't make me
feel like an adult or anything.
This is just another hassle in
my busy schedule."
There are three reasons
why some students don't file
their taxes, Judd said. "A lot of
students are intimidated by
the whole filing process; they

Education job fair
The Spring Education Job
Fair takes place from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. today in the Education
Building Gymnasium.
To learn more, contact
Career Services and Experiential Learning at 407-823-2361.

Starlight, star bright
The annual Syrilpliony
Under the Stars concert, sponsored by the UCF Music
Department, takes place at 7
· p.i;n. today by the Reflecting
Pond. The concert is free and
open to the public.

Case of talent
More than 155 UCF undergraduates will share research
and creative projects in the
Showcase of Undergraduate
Research Excellence from 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Pegasus Ballroom.
To learn more, contact the
Office of Undergraduate Studies at 407~823-4197.

"A lot' of
students are
intimidated by
the whole filing
process •.. they
don't really
understand."
- ANDREW JUDD
ACCOUNTING PROFESSOR ANO CPA

don't really understand the
process and others are too
busy to deal with the process,"
he said.
Students who don't file
taxes are playing a risky game.

~

If they are able to get a refund
and they don't file for it,
according to Judd, they lose
the money. However, if students owe money to the government, things can take a different turn.
"If you owe taxes and you
don't file, there's no statute of
limitations on returns that
have not been 'filed," Judd
said. "Those tax years are ,
open forever, and the government will asses penalties and
interests on unpaid taxes."
Sophomore Fatima Quillo,
a forensic science major, celebrated her third year of filing
by finally seeking the aid of a
professional. "I used to do it
with the software called TurboTax, but this year it said that
I owed $150," ·she said. "I
thought to myself, how could

a college student owe the big,
bad government? I was really
upset."
Quillo decided to go to
Elisa's Tax Services, where
she discovered the government actually owed her
money and not vice versa.
"I'm going to stick to having
someone do it for me rather
than just using TurboTax," she
said. "I end up getting more
money that way."
No matter which way students go ~bout filing taxes, the
_important thing is to have
them done before the April 15
deadline. If for some reason
an extension is needed, students
can
go·
to
http://www.irs.gov to file for
the extension and also for the
answers to any other tax questions they may have.

Ear tts>rder.no excuse for shwming sobriety
AMBER FOSTER

·~

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Eric Rudolph pleads guilty to
bombing, gets life sentences .
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
With a hint of pride in his
voice, Eric Rudolph pleaded
, guilty Wednesday to setting
off a deadly blast at an abortion clinic, the first of a string
of bombings that will send·
him to prison for life.
With his admission, a
nurse who was nearly killed
in the blast began weeping in
the front row of the courtroom.
Rudolph spoke tersely to
answer a series of questions
from the judge, saying the
government could "just barely'' prove its case if it went to
trial.
The judge in Birmingham
said Rudolph will receive two
consecutive life sentences for
the abortion clinic bombing,
$200 in special assessments
and an undetermined amount
ofrestitution to the victims to
be decided when he is officially sentenced.

Scientists around the
world were scrambling to
prevent the possibility of a
pandemic after a nearly 50year-old killer influenza virus
was sent to thousands of labs,
a
decision
that
one
researcher described as
''unwise."
.
Nearly 5,000 labs in 18
countries, mostly in the United States, were urged by the
World Health Organization to
destroy samples of the dan- '
gerous virus because .of the
slight risk it could trigger a
global outbreak. The labs
received the virus from a U.S.
company that supplies kits
used for quality control tests.
The germ, the 1957 H2N2
''Asian flu" strain, killed
betWeen 1 million and 4 million people. It has not been
included in flu vaccines since
1968, and anyone born after
that date has little or no
immunity to it.
'
The WHO said Tuesday
that there have been no
reports of infections in laboratory workers associated
with the distribution of the
samples and that "the risk for
the general population is also
· considered low."

He was transported marijuana. Cantor was not accident.
Emert then stopped Barrett
to the Orange County · charged because he had less
Everglades last resident finally
and asked him to get out of the
;~;p DUI testing center, than one gram.
agrees to millions for home
The officer then asked if vehicle. According to the police
An alleged inner ear ;1irr'q~/'ffi'il' where his breathalyzer
WEST PALM BEACH disorder did not save \ (f'(fj,p;.1 tests resulted in blood anyone had a fake ID, but no report, the suspect was stum- A man who fought for years
Michael Brandon Meeks ·i "'
alcohol content readings one responded.
bling, swaying and tripping
to keep his swampy home in
from being charged with driv- of .156 and .166.
~
During the search of Solano, over his own feet during questhe rural Everglades settled
Jepkins discovered a multi-col- tioning.
ing under the influence March
for $4.95 million with the
16.
Music leads to drugs
ored pipe and a fake driver's
Barrett told Emert that he
state, which plans to restore
UCF Officer Ryan Clarke
Oviedo resident Christo- license with the license num- had two or three drinks that
the wetlands area.
pulled Meeks over at 3:22 a.m. pher John Solano was charged ber and birth year changed evening and was then given the
Women power!
The
deal,
approved
after
the suspect ran a stop sign with possession of drug para- from 86 to 83.
standard field sobriety tests.
SheFest, from noon to 6 p.m.
Wednesday morning by a
Solano was placed under He failed all three tests.
at the A1afaya nail exit of Pega- phernalia and possession of an
Monday in the Student Union
Collier County circuit judge,
altered driver's license after arrest and transported to the
Barrett was transported to
sus Pointe Apartments. .
Pegasus Ballroom, will include
allows Jesse Hardy to remain
While Clarke looked up UCF PDlice responded to a Orange County Jail.
the Orange County DUI testing
a film festival, a poster session
on his 160 acres until Nov. 30.
where he initially
center,
noise
complaint
Meeks'
record
through
the
at
a
Lake
by students of Psychology of
The former Navy SEAL
agreed to submit to a breathanational and Florida crime Claire apartment.
Du~e, you almost hit my car
Women and more. This event is
lives in a clapboard home he
Officer Mario Jenkins
information centers, Meeks
After nearly colliding with lyzer test.
free and open to the pu]?lic.
built, hidden behind dirt
arrived
at
the
apartment
comJust before the test began,
UCF
Officer
Matthew
Fazi
UCF
Police Sgt. Jerry Emert,
told
To learn more, contact
roads about 40 miles east of
that he had been drinking wine munity's Building 69 at 2:40 Orlando resident Bryan Dou- Barrett changed his mind and
Maria Rodriguez at MeRodowntown Naples, with a 9earlier that evening.
a.m. March 22. He was granted glas Barrett was charged with told officers that he "drinks all
drig@mail.ucf.edu.,
year..:old boy he considers his
Meeks failed all field sobri- permission to enter the apart- driving under the influence the time."
son and the boy's mother.
. ety tests...but said the reason ment, where he smelled alco- Marchl9.
He also told officers he
Hardy scraped up $60,000
- t~
" was·' an ' inner ear disorder. hol and burnt marijuana from · Emert was patrolling the should not be on the machine
to buy the land in 1976 and
Pegasus Pointe Apartments at be.cause he had five drinks earClarke administered the finger the six people in the room.
rejected offers to sell the land
to nose test to compensate for
Jenkins first asked if anyone about 4 a.m. when Barrett ran a lier, and his friends, who look
to the state for years, even as
the disorder, but Meeks failed had any . drugs, and Andres stop sign, causing Emert to out for him, told him not to take
The Future wants to .hear
Cantor admitte.d he had some slam on the brakes to avoid an the test.
that test; as well.' ~ · PLEASE SEE NATION ON A4
from you! If you have a club.organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Aroul\d Campus
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column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
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editor@ucfnews.com. Dea:dwww.UCFnews.com • 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
lines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
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Jazz legend Sam Rivers and
his big band, the Rivbea
Orchestra, will perform a world
premiere "double big band"
concert with the UCF Jazz
Ensemble at 8 p.m. tomorrow in
the Visual Arts Building Auditorium. To learn more, contact
Jeffrey Rupert at 407-8i3-54ll.
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Scientists scramble to destroy ,
vials of deadly 1957 flu virus
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Let us know

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!
Saturday and Sunday

We have classes, crops
in our Larger classroom.
Some of our product lines: Colorbok, $tickopotomus,
Disney, Mrs. Grossman, Jolees & a Huge paper selection

~ Ir-1oo/;~I

Winter Park Palms Plaza
on the comer of Al9ma
& Howell Branch

Share with

a friend!!

OFF

4270 Aloma Ave. #140

I
I

Entlre purchase ~ i
of regular
~
p

priced Items

407-774-1533 L - !

Expires 4/30/05

I

! - .J

•

•

Pay Three Months in Advance
GET FOURTH MONTH FREE!

'fHEAD~ERsl

..

•

FREE MONTH

~CllAPBOOK

•

•

Discounts for UCF Students!

•

Professional Eye Care • Contact Lens Exams
Bob Yip, O.D. and Ass;ociates, P.A.

..

Waterford Lakes Town Center
· 325 N. Alafaya Trail

(407) 737-3580

407'-207-0011

11583 University Blvd~ UCF

TARGET
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approv~I. Not available
on R32 or Phaeton. See Salesperson for Details. oner good through 4/30/05.

}

Auto, Lthr, P/Lock, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunroof,
Alloy Wheels, Much More!
·
·

Recaro Seats, 18" Wheels, All Power,
Sunroof, CD, And Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX HUGE SELECTION
FOR 48 MONTHS

'1

LEASES279
'

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4;30/05

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4;30/05

· • 4Yr/50,000 Mile -Bumper-To-Bumper Wafrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

* 48 mo.

* 48 mo.

2005 JETTA GL

2005 New GTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, AJl~y Wheels & Much More!

PER MONTH

:fCN'
f~~TrAx TURBO
DIESELS
FOR 48 MONTHS
AVAllABLE
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $199 which includes security deposit, PLUS

first payment. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4;30/05

-t:

r~"Jtklo~AfHs BIG SElECTIONI
--.

·* 48

·~

.··

~,

mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4;30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000.Mile Powertrain Warrantv

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
· MODELS AVAILABLE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

2005ALL NEW
PASSATGL

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!

P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
& Much More!

LEASE FOR

$288

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $288 which includes security deposit, PLUS

first payment. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 4;30/05

.• 4Yr/50,000 Mile·Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain
. warrantv .
'

w

·* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $269. w_hich includes security deposit, first

payment. See dealer for details, &tax in advance with approved credit. Leasing W.A.C. ·
thru Volkswagen Credit. 1.9% financing available. Expires 4;30/05.

• 4Yr/50,000 MUe Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

Warranty up to 5 years! See Salesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 4/30/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

fS{ FIRST TIME

•

f!i/'

fS{

COLLEGE-GRAD
'
CREDIT
. PROGRAM
· •
PROBLEMS
BUYER
VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,00£! Mill: FACTORY WARRANTY, All LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned All WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS {Purchase or lease)

,

Drivers wanted:

Al c 5 1• *Tl 11....... ne~~
'V'* 11· I< ! • VVA«G:JC5N

4175 S. Hwy 17-92

M-F 9-9 SAT 9:-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT ~O FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

407-3 6 5-3 3 0 0 I

SERVICE DEPT OPEN SATURDAY 9- 5

,•

Higher Education

Nation & World

What's in the news at
colleges around the cpuntry

Researchers tackle safety
devices for campuses
GREENVILLE, N.C.
Barry Duvall and his staff
spend their days developing
personal safety devices for
students at East Carolina
University.
Their work began after
the murders last spring of a
pair of students at the University of North CarolinaWilmington. The women
were killed by a current and
a former student. Both men
su'bsequently committed
suicide.
While many campuses,
including East Carolina's, are
equipped with "blue light"
phones where people in danger can press a button to
alert authorities, the phones
are stationary while the stu•dents are mobile.
So companies are developing "panic button" devices
that can be carried on a key
ring or pendant. When
pressed, the button sends a
signal - sometimes through
the nearest blue-light station
- that alerts campus security officials.

Police search for driver in crash
that killed Indiana student
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. Hundreds of students
marched through the Indiana University campus
Tuesday night to mourn the
death of a young woman
killed in a hit-and-run crash
outside her sorority house.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
member Ashley L. Crouse
will be honored before Friday's Little 500 women's
bicycle race, IU Student
foundation Director Jon
Purvis said. The sorority's
team has pole position in the
race and is still expected to
compete.
Meanwhile, police con- ,
tinued searching for the
driver who ran away from
the crash.

Form& university administrator
admits misusing funds
AKRON, Ohio - A former University of Akron
administrator has admitted
misusing school money to
pay for personal travel and
computer repair.
Thomas Gaylord pleaded
guilty Wednesday to a misdemeanor charge of soliciting or receiving improper
compensation.
The report said that
besides the travel and computer charges, Gaylord billed
the university for expenses
he never incurred and
accepted thousands of dollars in gifts from companies
doing business with the university.
He also used university
employees to help him move
and rep~atedly required an
assistant to buy him lunch
without reimbursement.
Gaylord was paid $174,500
annually.

University faculcy seeks tuition.
breaks for their children
ST. PAUL, Minn. - Supporters of a plan for the University of Minnesota to provide tuition breaks for some ·
employees say it would
attract and keep top professors, but the plan's crities
worry about the cost.
Under the plan, professors and other staff members
who work five years fulltime would pay half the
tuition for their dependents.
The percentage of tuition
covered by the benefit
increases for each additional
year of uninterrupted seririce through year 10, when the
employees' children can
attend the university for free.

Women to ask judge to rethink
dismissal of their lawsuit
DENVER- Two women
who say they were raped by
University of Colorado football players or recruits will
ask a federal judge on Thursday to reconsider his deci7
·sion to dismiss their lawsuit
against the school.
· The judge said the
women had failed to prove
several key points necessary
to win the type of lawsuit
they filed. The women. who
claim they were assaulted at
an off-campus party in 2001,
alleged CU violated federal
law by fostering an environ- ·
ment that led to the encounters.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Russian troops patrol past damaged houses in Grozny, Chechnya, Wednesday. The European
Union is prepared to give more aid to the war-battered country, but authorities must deal with
rampant human rights abuses and guarantee upcoming elections are democratic.
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advisers to the Food and Drug
Administration.
Mentor's pitch came a day
after the FDA'.s advisers narrowly rejected rival !named
Corp.'s bid to bring back to the
U.S. market one of the nation's
most controversial medical
devices.

offers multiplied to $4.5 million
last summer. Hardy said he
wanted to hold onto a dying
rural lifestyle and pass it Qn to
his son.
State officials say the land is
crucial to the $8.4 billion Everglades Restoration project,
which will fill in canals and · Palestinians throw stones at
tear apart roads that carved up trapped lsra!!li soldiers
the fragile ecosystem decades
TSURIF, West Bank
ago.
Dozens of Palestinians surrounded an overturned Israeli
Second manufacturer seeks to lift army jeep in a West Bank vilsilicone breast implant ban
lage Wednesday and stoned
WASHINGTON - A sec- trapped soldiers who fired tear
ond manufacturer attempted gas and rubber bullets, witWednesday to persuade skepti- nesses and the military said.
cal federal health advisers that
Five Palestinians were hurt,
it is time to lift a 13-year near- including one in serious condiban on silicone-gel breast tion after being hit in the head
implants.
by a tear gas canister and two
Newer versions of the injured .by shots to the legs,
implants only rarely break in doctors said. Two soldiers
the first few years after they're were hurt by rocks in the vilput into place, and they provide lage of Tsurif near the city of
enough benefit to the women Hebron, the army said.
who seek them to outweigh
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
that risk, Mentor Corp. .told
ing white blood cells. If left
untreated, this dangerous germ
can start eating away at the tissue and turn into a serious
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer
health problem. It can also get
into the lungs and cause serious
Minor boils, pimples and cases of pneumonia or spread
abscesses may not go away as into the bloodstream and cause
easily as they did a few years life-threatening conditions.
ago, thanks to a new version of a
Although the infection' can
prevfously innocuous germ. be treated by draining the
The microbe, a strain of bacteri- abscesses caused by the
um staphylococcus aureus microbe and applying the lessknown to cause "staph" infec- commonly used antibiotic Vantions - has beconie invulnera- comyci.n,. scientists worry that
ble to the most commonly used physicians may fail to test for
antibiotics and can turn minor the resistant strain or not recogskin injuries to disfiguring or nize the strain at all.
even lif&threatening ones.
The rise of antibiotic-resistThis means that doctors ant germs is nothing new in the
should now test for all skin medical and scientific commuirifections to identify patients at · nities.
risk and provide them with the
The blame is usually directone antibiotic that can still erad- ed toward the medical commuicate the microbe.
nity for overprescribing antibi"Vancomycin is our only otics, but according to Naser,
choice [to fight the resistant the patients are equally at fault.
strain]," said Saleh Naser, an "This is what we call the nonassociate professor in the Bur- compliance ofpatients,'' he said
nett College of Biomedical Sci- Noncompliance
is
when
ences. ·~ct the resistant strain patients skip doses of the antibito that is also spreading. That otic treatment or do not finish
will leave us with no antibi- the patch prescribed to them.
otics."
"When you skip a dose, you give
Staphylococcus aureus is the bacteria a chance to acquire
part of the normal flora of skin resistance to the antibiotic, so
and is found in great numbers at after that, even if you take the
the tip of the nose, Naser said
rest of your medication it won't
"When we're healthy and be· as effective," Naser
our immune system is strong, explained.
we won't have a problem [with
And to make events more
the microbe]," he said. Howev-. complicated,
discovering
er, once the immune system is antibiotics is no easy feat either.
compromised, it can no longer "You can either use natural
fight the germs and infections sources - like bacteria at the
"o f all sorts occur.
bottom of the sea - to find a
Infections from the resistant new antibiotic or take an
strain were confined to the already existing antibiotic and
walls of hospitals up to a few modify it so that the germs
years ago and were seen mainly won't be resistant to it any
among patients with heart fail- longer," Naser said. While the
ure, liver failure, cancer or other · first option is of interest to the
health problems. But now, "It's scientific community, the latter
started attacking normal is "pharmaceutical companies'
healthy people, causing serious, favorite," he said. But either way,
often fatal illness," said David N. no one knows how long the new
Gilbert of the Oregon Health antibiotic will be effective.
and Science University in an
Researchers who reported
interview with the Washington the alarming rise of this antibiPost.
otic resistant microbe last week
The microbe spreads by said that this is "just another
<;asual contact and produces sign that, unfortunately, the
toxins that kill the disease-fight- bugs are winning.''

!Everday 'Drink $ eciafs*
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- UCF Team Dentist serving Athletes, Coaches, Staffand Professors since 1987-

STATE-OF-THE-ART,

• Cosmeric Ca re: Bleach ing. Bonding a.nd Po rcelain Veneers • F.mergencies Accepted
• State-of.the-Art Procedures, Instruments and Techn iques

• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courteous Staff
• Bridges and Crowns • Mercury-Free Denristry

Week in Health

THE BARBER ZONE
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FLATTOP~ &

REGULAR HAIRCUTS

BEST PRl\.ES IN THE AREA!

M-R 10-6
SAT 9-4:30

I FRI 9-5:30

.

SUN Closed

407-681-671 s
l 0038 .UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO

LIFETIME DENTAL E XCELLENCE

Student Identification
Card 10% Discount!
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FREE

Professional.
·Car Wash with
Oil Change!
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.
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• Change oil w ith
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required
• Check & fill transmission I transaxle fluid

·Check & fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure
• Check headlights
• Check serpentine belt
• Check coolant in
reservoir
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Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/10oth of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at th is location. Offer valid on most vehicles.
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7583 University Blvd.
Winter Park

Mon-Fri 8-7 p.m.
Sat-Sun 8-6 p.m.

(407) 657-1222
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There is no ·r eason to look any further _ , vve
have the biggest· bedrooms and biggest closets!

)

)

Swimming pool with sun deck

)

Private bedrooms and bathrooms

Large walk-in closet$

)

3100 Al;afaya Club Dr.
Orlando, Florida

Computer center

State-Qf-the-';'rt fitness center
Basketball & sand volleyball courts

thevillageatalafayaclub.com

407.482.9990 .
}

Gated community
Less than one mile from UCF

Local telephone

.

Private bedrooms and bathrooms
)

Swimming pool with sun deck

Large walk-in closets
'}

2913 Einstein Way
Orlando, Florida

State-of-the-art fitness center

Computer center
Basketball and sand volleyball courts

the viJlageatsciencedrive. com

Community center

407.384.7080

Ethernet service

')

AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITJES

+

+
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+

SHOWCASE OF

+

TE RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
+

Celebrating undergraduate research and creativity across the curriculum.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
UNDBRGRAOUATB STUDlBS

Through the generosity.of the

UCF Student Government Association,
corporate and non-profit entities,

and

The SHOWCASE OF UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH EXCELLENCE is a
poster-format forum for UCF undergraduates to present current and recently
completed research and creative projects to the entire university community.
Over 155 students from all disciplines-from engineering to the life sciences,
from visual arts to theatre-who are or have been engaged in significant research
and creative projects will be presenting and fielding questions.

indivi~uals,

substantial scholarships

will be awarded to students
adjudged to have
the best Showcase projects •

.,
Refreshments will be served.
For more information please visit www.undergraduatestudies.ucf.edu/research/home.htmt or call the Office of Undergraduate Studies, 407-823-4197.
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DAVENPORT INSURAfiJCE

Take a peek at largest Greek Week

_/'t"'!enc'J

Professional Insurance Services

Tim Davenport

This year, 41 organizations participate in events ranging from Texas hold 'em to dancing

Licensed Independent Agent
Hablamos Espanol

fr~~5e'

2254 Aloma Avenue
, Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone 407-629-2011
Fax 407-629-5445
davenportinsurance.org

Auto
Home owners
Motor Homes
Boats

Life
Commercial
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles

Foreign Drivers are welcome.

LIZA LOWE

Contributing Writer

This week is a busy one for
the UCF Greek community.
Greek Week 2005 is in full
swing, and with a grand total of
41 Greek organizations partici. pating, it's the largest Greek
Week yet.
Greek Week is an annual
competition between teams of
fraternities and sororities composed of several elements: philanthropy, a banner and signmaking contest, a day of
outdoor games and a skit night
in which each team gets a
chance to show off its singing,
dancing and acting skills. With
one new sorority and one new
ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
fraternity at UCF this spring,
the teams are getting larger and Alpha Tau Omega members Ryan Matus, left, and Mike Hansen work on a banner for their house to show to celebrate Greek Week.
larger.
athletes, professors, coaches,
A vital part of the Greek Sigma Phi Epsilon crowns Queen
alumni and family. Participants
Week competition and a large ofHearts in annual competition
will receive a T-shirt, compliThe Sigma Phi Epsilon frafactor in determining the winmentary buffet and drinks
ner is the philanthropy divi- ternity held its annual Queen
served by the lovely ladies of
sion. This year, the benefactor of Hearts competition last
• Alpha Delta Pi, Kappa Sigma, Tau Kappa
Tri
Delta The tournament will
week
to
benefit
the
American
of Greek Week's philanthropy Epsilon, Alpha Epsilon Phi and Lambda
go by the same rules of Texas
is Operation Shpebox, a non- Cancer Society and to crown
Sigma Upsilon. hold 'em, and professional
profit organization which themselves a sweetheart for
• Alpha Xi Delta, Sigma Phi Epsilon and
dealers will be there to guaranthe
2005-2006
year.
Six
sorority
sends items to U.S. troops overZeta Phi Beta.
tee it.
seas. Over the past month, the women, representing Alpha
• Chi Omega, Delta Upsilon, Phi Beta
First place will win the
UCF Greek community col- Delta Pi, Delta Delta Delta, Pi
Sigma and Delta Sigma Theta.
grand
prize trip to Las Vegas,
Phi,
Kappa
Delta,
Chi
Beta
lected huge amounts of food,
• Delta Delta .Delta, Sigma Chi, Delta Tau
hotel
including two-day
toiletries and entertainment Omega and Zeta Tau Alpha,
Delta and Alpha Phi Alpha.
accommodations and airfare
items to ship to the troops competed throughout the
• Delta Gamma, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
for the winner and one guest.
around the world. On Monday, week to win. Events included a
Alpha Epsilon Pi, Sigma Lambda Beta and
Second place will receive a
all Greek Week teams gathered penny wars competition MonSigma Gamma Rho.
poker package, including chips,
at Lake Claire to pack all the day through Wednesday and a
• Kappa_Alpha Theta, Lambda Chi Alpha,
cards, video games and other
items into about 300 shoebox- date auction and dance compeMu Sigma Upsilon and Alpha Kappa
goodies. Third place will win
es, which will soon be shipped tition on Wednesday evening.
Alpha.
gift certificates to local restauto the Middle East and other Reigning Queen of Hearts Kali .
·Kappa Delta, Phi Gamma Delta, Iota Phi
rants and bars. Tri Delta will
Elias,
a
member
of
Zeta
Tau
areas of the world with large
Theta and Sigma Lambda Gamma.
also sell raffle tickets at the
concentrations of U.S. soldiers. Alpha, passed the crown to
• Kappa Kappa Gamma, Alpha Tau
tournament with prizes rangThe annual Greek Week skit Megan Eastman of Alpha Delta
Omega,Sigma Nu and Omega Psi Phi.
ing
from tanning packages to a
Pi.
The
competition
was
a
huge
night was held Tuesday in the
• Pi Beta Phi, Pi Kappa Phi, Beta Theta Pi
week of meals at the Tri Delta
Arena. Each team put on a success and raised about
and Lambda Theta Alpha.
house.
great show of dancing and act- $4,000 for the American Can• Zeta Tau Alpha, Phi Delta Theta, Lambda
For those who don't play
ing, demonstrating what it cer Society.
Theta Phi and Theta Chi.
poker
or just want to check out
worked so hard on for the past
the action, a donation at the
weeks. The overall winner of Tri Delta follows suit in poker
tournament will go toward door will get you in on the
the dance was the group made trend this corning Tuesday
Delta
Delta
Delta
will
host
a
·
Arnold
Palmer Hospital and St. excitement. The non-poker
up of members of Alpha Delta
Pi and Alpha Epsilon Phi soror- Texas hold 'em poker tourna- Jude Children's Hospital to fur- players will also receive a comities, and the _K appa Sigma, Tau ment on Tuesday benefiting ther the research of children's plimentary buffet and drinks,
as well as having access to a
Kappa Epsilon and Laip.bda Children's Cancer Charities. cancer.
With the game of poker, learner's poker table led by a
Sigma Upsilon fraternities. The The event will be held at
winner of the skit is scheduled "Delta's Palace," better known these women have reached out professional dealer.
For more information on the
to be announced Friday, along as the Tri Delta house, starting to a wide variety of people on
with the overall w inner of at· 7 p.m. All donations and the UCF campus and in the event, visit http:/ / www.geocientry fees collected from the community, including Greeks, ties.com/delta_hold_em.
Greek Week 2005.

Best of Summer

Europe
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London
$504+tax
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_ _._Europe
14 countries

$959....

Your

Sum mer Travel

Greek Week pairings
2005 are as follows:

Headquarters

lit+1TRAVEL I

(800)965.0343
for more reat travel deals visit

www.ucfnews.com/travel
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Bahia Shrme Cr,~;~~1~
Featuring

The Royal Hanneford Circu~

Saturday and Sunday, April 17th and 18th.
Shows at 10:00 AM, 2:30 PM and 7:00 PM each day.
General Admission $10.00 Each ·

Bahia Shrine Center
2300 Pem b rooke Drive
O r lando, FL 32810
(407) 660-8811

Proceeds benefit

UCFARENA

CJ

. Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
Disorderly Conduct? Fake ID?
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking?
YOU HAVE OPTIONS ...
I CAN HELP

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in O rlando

NO CAMERAS/NO BACKPACKS/NO VIDEOS
HARD ROCK.COM

Tickets available by calling
the Hard Rock live Box
Office at (407) 351-UVE or

·-

ticketmaster

for more information

tkketmMtet:<om

call 407.351.UVE•

..07.3"9.3900

............

,,,,.-~

.
~

www.or an ocr1m1na aw.com
.:
-·' . ; . · .>'/!;;··~J;§._
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask me to send you
free w ritten inf~rmation about my qualification<j(._and experiences.
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Filmmaker: 'Make films
that are important to you'
FROM

Al

. Since its beginning in 1991,
the department has gradually
increased its standing. In its
1
most defining moment, several
UCF film graduates created
The Blair Witch Project in 1999,
which cost $35,000 to make and
'j grossed about $250 million
worldwide.
In fact, Hunter Todd, the
) founding director ofWorldFestHouston, recently said after
accepting two of the films from
Five Stories into his festival,
} "The rapid emergence of UCF
as a film school of tremendous
quality and creativity is remarkable and exciting for the film
world."
Other evidence also shows
. the Film Department gaining
steam. At the Palm Beach Student Film Festival, UCF swept
all three top winning spots fot
Cat's Bad Hair Day and Goodnight Charlie (both short films
on the Five Stories disk), along
with an undergraduate film It's
the first year that a single
1 school has won all three
awards.
As one of the five student
) directors featured on the Five
Stories DVD, 2004 film graduate Wolfe has benefited from
the warm reception it has
·• received.
Wolfe, 23, who knew -she
wanted to be a filmmaker since
sixth grade, used some of her
1 own adolescent experiences in
writing C~'s Bad Hair Day. She
plans to expand the 16-minute
film into a feature-length film
Currently Wolfe lives in Los
Angeles as an assistant to a casting director and will attend the
1
Florida Film Festival to support
her short film.
'
Wolfe's inspirations comes
from "strong women roles,"
1
which she says can sometimes
be lacking in a male-dominated
industry. Only 11 percent of film
directors are women.
Grula sees the shortage firsthand in what he says can some-
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COURTESY OF DEBBY WOLFE

UCF alumna Debby Wolfe won an award for a film in the Palm Beach Student Film F~stival.

times be a "huge Hollywood ing the department's reputation
boy's club." He welcomes more further.
Stephen Schlow, the film
women filmmakers.
"I would love to have more chairman, is pleased by the
women in the program," he recent success. "I'm optimistic,''
said. "The women in the pro- said Schlow. "Forty-three festigram are really hard workers. vals are carrying UCF films,
They tend to be less selfish with and I believe that number will
their time and have less of an go up. Because we've estabego than the boys."
lished ourselves on the festival
· By promoting Five Stories he circuit, it will encourage [the
hopes to showcase the Film Film Department] to be better
Department's strong devotion and to grow."
·
to storytelling. The story-oriAs for those who would like
ented movies encouraged by . to follow Wolfe's path, she has
the department emphasize some advice: "Be honest with
what many beginning films yourself. Make films that are
overlook: character develop- important to you," she said.
ment and a strong theme.
"Don't try ,to make films that
Next October, Grula plans to will impress people, or the ones
send out a new batch of short that will sell The ones that will
films, repeating the process sell are honest, personal stoeach year and eventually elevat- ries:'
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VISIT TIJUANAFLATS.COM FOR A LOCATION NEAR YOU

7608 University Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

(407) 673-2456

Experience
.College Lile.
,witb the 2 best

liddreSses neon

UCF!
Co11ege Station Apartments offers the finest in student living. Our friendly staff will take
extra care to make your busy life easier. Every detail has been designed to ·help you
unwind from a hectic day of studying and classes. In your free time you can relax in the
sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
looking for, come to College Station Apartments!
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HIGH SPEED INTERNET

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF

Service ln all 4 bedrooms.
No otber Internet service required.

No need to drive ~hen ,ou
can ride. Runs every 15 minutes.

ALL .UTILITIES INCLUDED

CABLE TV with HBO

Electricity, water, sewage, alarm,
security, trash, pest conb'ol

Service in all 4 bedroonu
with 6o+ channels plus 3 HBO•s.

• (401) 213--5151 •

www.uh~ollegesta
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Jumbo Wings
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ........: ...... ...... ................ 3.99
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ...................... .. .......... ..6.49
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ......... ,....... , .. .... ............. 8.99
' 20 (1or2 Flavors,'-1 Ranch) ..................... ..... 11 .99
30 (1or2 Flavors, 2 Ranch} ................... ..... 17.99
50 (Up to 3· Flavors, 3 Ranch) ......................27.99
75 (Up to 3 f=lavors, 4 Ranch) ...... ,. .... .......... 37.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors , 5 Ranch) ................... .47.99
Add Celery .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .... .. . ... .. . .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch...._ ...... .. ............. . 69
Add fries to any Wing order ............. : ............. 1.99

:l

Buffalo Wing Basket

Chicken Sandwiches,'
Chicken Finger Sandwiches
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries•

$7.29

""substitutions available for
an additional charge

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich

,

Grilled Chicken Breast,• Fried·8hick,e.p Breast;,, 112 lb Burger;!'

Pick your Flavor

'

Pla in OR any one of our 25 flavors

Che ese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries fqr Additional $.99

(10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries)

Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
~Evan Roseoberg, SGA Senate deputy pro tempo re of Legislative' and Governmental Affairs, addressed the trustees in favor of the stadium.

:

' ·!Protester cites lack of trust as
[reason for stadium opposition
~~A~

· ..,

~;~

·-

·

·

the work that the Athletic Association has put into the feasibility study. The lone opponent was
a female UCF student who cited
noise and on-campus parking
problems as her reason against a
stadium. She claimed that as a
student at the University of
Florida, she was often interrupted in her studies by the noise
from Ben Hill Griffin Stadium
and her car was often ticketed
during Gator home games.
But aside from her complaints, local residents, UCF students and alumni and local business owners spoke highly of the
impact a stadium would have on
the student body's sense of
school spirit as well as local
businesses.
Matt Brodsky, a radio/TV
broadcasting major, read from a
prepared speech before the
crowd and the trustees in attendance, and said he has seen his
fair share of construction on
campus and he'd like his term at
tJCF to end with one last construction process.
"There is something that
bothers me about opposition
towards this stadimn," Brodsky
said "Many of these homes near
UCF were built no more than 20
years ago. Citizens living in this
area more than likely had lands
bulldored that may have housed
animals and other wildlife. And
now they are arguing about the
aspects ofwhat a stadium would
do to land that their home did
-only years ago. If that isn't
hypocrisy, I don't know what is."
Many other speakers after
Brodsky echoed his sentiment in
one way or another. Rusty Carpenter, a master's student in
English tech writing, emphattsiz~d his pro-stadium speech
and his urgency for the trustees
"to vote yes on the feasibility
study by throwing a yellow Tshirt on the 'p odium that featured the words "Build It!"
Carpenter, a UCF graduate
and self-proclaimed "huge UCF .
football fan,'' told the trustees:
''Now is the time and now UCF
is the place. It's the perfect idea
and I think you should absolutely, positively follow through
with it. It's time to do what's
right for UCF, right now. We
need to stand up for what we
0

,,

•\'\

· ·

believe in, UCF needs to look
out (or what's-good for UCR"
UCF alUII)IlUS and former
Knights football player Rob
Johnson offered a different take
on why he believes the stadium
is so important. Johnson, who
said he caught the first interception in UCF football history, said
.the stadium isn't about the students currently 'a t UCR He said
it isn't even about the players
who currently comprise the
football team. Johnson believes
the stadium is about the kids
who will grow up and attend
UCF and it's about the future
football players who he hopes
~ help turn UCF into a winning Top 25 program.
Johnson's speech, like many
others, earned a big round of
applause, but it was also greeted
with jeers from anti-stadium
residents in the back of the
room. One lady yelled, "Let's see
the football team win a game
first," leading to the.night's only
real tension betWeen the opposition and those in fav:or.
Bill Hyde, a lorigtime Oviedo
resident and self-professed
"Florida Cracker," was the second speaker against the stadium
and admitted he probably
wouldn't have any friends left at
the forum by the time he was
done giving his reasons. Said
Hyde, "The problem is that it's a
matter of trust. Every time UCF
builds something, there's always
a promise that it will have a minimal impact on our community.
That trust is not there anymore.
. I do not believe anything that
.anyone says·anymore."

lions of taxpayers' dollars were
spent because UCF failed to
plan and grow in an organized
manner."
Hyde cited the expansion of.
Alafaya Trail from two lanes to
six as an example of how much
UCF's growth has affected the
surrounding communities. He
said there would be no need to
expand the road if the campus
offered enough housing to keep
more students on-campus and
fewer in apartment complexes
all over the area
"If UCF really wants to do
something to continue to build
and use that property,'' Hyde
continued. "I would suggest
UCF use tll.at property to build
dormitories+-< and housjng.
What's happ ened, as evecyone
can see, is-that the school has
just blown out and it doesn't
have enough places to house
students:'
UCF alumnus Kevin Reis
added some colorful words to
the evening, opening his presentation by saying, "If I offend
some people opposed to the stadimn, tough luck." Reis graduated from UCF in 1977 and has a
daughter who graduated in 2001.
He spoke about how his son
needed laser surgery to fulfill his
lifelong dream of becoming a
pilot. His son eventually had that
surgery and is now a pilot in the
Navy. Reis. said he was thankful
his son could be where he wanted and that a school like UCF
has programs that develop programs involving lasers and the
current work on Alzheimer's
disease.
Reis owns two homes near
UCF and said local residents'
claims that a stadium would
decrease the value of_ neighboring homes was incorrect, as both
. of his homes have nearly .doubled in value.
Also speaking in front of the
crowd.and representing the student body were Student Government Association Presidentelect Willie Bentley Jr. and Evan
Rosenberg, deputy tempore of
Legislative and Governmental
Affairs. Both SGA officials reiterated what students had told
them and backed the idea of the
stadium, which also won the
support last week of the SGA
Senate.

"[The stadium] is
· the perfect idea
and ••• you
·should
absolutely,
positiv~ly follow
through with it."
- RUSTYCARPENTER .
GRADUATE STUDENT

Two students earned honors
FROM

f,

H~ ~dded, ;'Millions and mil-·

•
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career to creating ways · to
make learning science easier
for students. Weishampel has
also been at UCF for 10 years.
Martin Richardson, a professor in the College of Optics
and Photonias1 won the award
for Excellence in Distinguished Research, while four
other
faculty
members
received university awards of
excellence. Paul Viau was recognized for professional
~dvising and Lyru;i McConnell

Hepner won for faculty advising while Kersten Hamann
and Tracy Dietz both took
home awards for professional
service.
Elizabeth
Killingsworth was recognized
for librarianship.
UCF also delivered awards
for 20-year and 30-year faculty
..
members.'
Two students 'earned top
honors in Outstanding Thesis
Awards. Colin Moore won
first place in the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences category for hi work Opposing

Conceptions of Freedom in
America: A Historical and
Contemporary Investigation.
Christopher Cusano took the
top honor in the Science, Engineering and Technology category for his work Iran: Islam
and Political Participation.
Fourteen professors· were
also awarded emeritus status
due to their professional contributions. All of them are
retiring by next year. The
emeritus honor means these
professors will forever be
associated with: UCF.

Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard. Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side
3 (1 Flavor) ................ .... .........., ..... ........... ..... 3.99
5 (1 Flavor) ...... ................ ...................... : ....... 6 .29
1 o (1 Flavor). ............... ......, ... ....................... 11 .99
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ............................. .......21.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) .. .................. ................ 47.99

Wedge Fries ................ Regular 1.99
......................................Jumbc_> 2.99. ·
Cheese Fries ................Regular 2.99.
. ......................................Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Ring,s ................. Regular 2.29'.
,...........................................................Jumb0 3.79.
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ..................................... ..4,49
Fried Mushrooms , .......................................... ~ A.49 ·
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery ..................: ......99·
Garden Salad .......................................... :...... 4-49 ,
................................. .'........: ............ 2A~;
Side Salad

Kid'z Me n u
5 Wings & Wedge Fries....... ............... ............... 5.49
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries. .............. ....5.49

Soft Drinks
Cans ...... ....... ........... .'..... ..... ...... .99
2-Liter ... ... ....... ........... ........... .. .2.49

Chicken Finger Basket

5Fingers & Wedge Fries.............. : .................. 7.49

~=,!~~~e~ $11~99/1
(
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April 171 2005 - 12 Noon to 7 pm
•

Bubbalou s Bodacious BBQ
• Eating Contests
•
Live DJ & Entertainment
•. Bring YOUR friends

'
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• Lots and lots of PRIZES
• Inflatable Games, Water Slide &
Obstacle Course.
•
Bikini & Board Shorts Contest
,
.

••••••••••••••••••••••
Plus a drawllna ••WIN i:be
4 2 '' Flai: Panel Plasma TY!
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Knights earn eighth state title
and first-ever national ranking
DAVID DECANDIS
Contributing Writer
'

BRITT HART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ray Rodriguez is now a perfect6·0 in his first season with the Knights. He struck out nine USF batters on his way to victory in Tuesday night's 10-7 UCF win over the Bulls at Jay Bergman Field.

· ·ghts play matador,
·take series ·from Bulls
JEFF S.HARON
Staff Writer

Now we can call it a landmark year.
For the first time in six years, UCF
, baseball won the regular season series
over the South Florida Bulls, as the
Knights waxed USF for 10 runs in the
first two innings and then held on to
,. seal a 10-7 win at Jay Bergman Field on
Tuesday night.
Now 6-0 in his first season with the
Black and Gold, Ray Rodriguez threw
• five-and-two-thirds innings of six-hit
ball, surrendering four runs and striking out nine to get the win. Ty Pryor
~ took the loss for the Bulls.
UCF jumped all over Pryor in the
bottom of the first, taking a 5-0 lead on
three singles, a double, and a costly
~ error by USFs Ty Taborelli With the
bases jammed and two down, Marshall Bernhard laced a single down the
middle right at Taborelli, which the

center fielder promptly misplayed,
allowing Ryan Bono, John-Michael
Howell, Dee Brown and Bernhard to
come all the .way around to score.
After Drew Butera doubled on the
next at-bat, Courtney Propst singled
to bring him home and give the
Knights a five-run lead after one.
.
After USF got one back in the top
of the second, Pryor started the bottom of the inning by walking the first
three batters and gave way to reliever
Yuri Higgins. He was rudely greeted
by Howell, who singled, knocking in
two runs. Two more RBI hits, one by
Bono and the other by Bernhard,
pushed the lead to 9-1. Three batters
later, the Knights hit double figures on
an infield single by Tyson Auer, taking
a 10-1 lead after just two innings.
Howell finished the day going 4-5
at the plate, with three singles, a double and two RBis, scoring twice and
raising his team-leading average to

~

390. Marshall Bernhard went 2-4 on
the day with two singles and three
RBis.
The Bulls fought back, tallying
another run in the fifth on a solo shot
by Brian Hierlmeier before finally getting to Rodriguez in the sixth. Down
10-2 with two out, Rodriguez let two
men on base before getting yanked in
favor ofJeremy Thome. He obliged by
walking the first batter he faced to
load the bases for Hierlmeier, who
blasted a 1-0 pitch down the line in left
and over the wall for a grand slam, cutting the lead down to 10-6.
Hierlmeier was 2-4 on the evening
with his two homers and five RBis.
Thorne settled down in the seventh, retiring the Bulls in order, but
gave up another run in the eighth
b~fore being relieved by Dominic
Petracca Petracca atoned for his
PLEASE SEE

BASEBALL ON A112

.·Tennis ready for A-Sult tourney
Men travel to DeLand as a No. 3 seed,
hoping to earn their third straight title
BRIAN' MURPHY

' '

Contributing Writer

The A-Sun tgurnament is coming
up this weekend, and men's tennis is
ready with the first matches on the
campus of Stetson University less than
:;, 48 hours away. The practices have been
solid this week, and the singles and
doubles squads are set. Now all they
have to do is wait for an opponent.
The Knights (11-8, 2-1 in conference)
earned the third seed in the single elimination tournament, giving them a firstround bye. Their quarterfinal foe will
~~ be the winner ofthe Florida Atlantic vs.
"l

·~

Gardner-Webb contest, which takes
pJace on Thursday.
FAU (7-11, 2-3 in conference) is the
.sixth seed in the tournament. The
Kp.ights and Owls clashed back in February, resulting in a 6-1 victory for UCF.
While the score may have been lopsided, a couple of the matches went to
the third set, and the Knights know not
to underestimate the Owls.
''They're good," Coach Bobby Cashman said with a laugh. "I told the guys
that they [FAU] are very good in spots.
It is not an easy first-round match."
PLEASE SEE

MEN ON A12

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE

Pamela Fernandez has been an important part of the
UCF women's tennis team for the last three years.

Hot streak takes women to No. 69 in nation and A-Sun top seed
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

When the A-Su.n women's tennis
championship starts on the Stetson
campus in DeLand this morning, the
ladies of UCF tennis will be resting
comfortably.
A strong regular season performance elevated the Knights to No. 69 in

the nation and earned them a first
round bye in the A-Sun tournament.
The Knights now await the winner of
the match between No. 8 Mercer and
No. 9 Gardner-Webb.
·
Women's ·tennis goes into that
match with a lot of momentum. UCF
has won eight ofnine, not to mention a
solid performance in an exhibition
with Rollins College last Friday.

In the friendly contest, the Knights
were able to capture four out ofsix singles matches, including wins by Kristina Lohmos, Pamela Fernandez, ~Anna
Yakimchenkova, and Megan Hunter.
Hunter and Yakimchenkova also
partnered for the lone UCF doubles
~ as they dispatched of Rollins duo
PLEASE SEE

WOMEN ON A112

Runs:

UCF:10
USF:7

Hits:
UCF:10
USF:9

Errors:

UCF:2
USF:1

. Walks:
UCF:6
USF:10

Strikeouts:·
UCF:16
USF:B

'

On Saturday, UCF women's rowing paddled to its •
eighth state title at the Florida Intercollegiate Rowing
Association Championship and in the process did
something that has never been done in the histoty of ~
UCFrowing.
With their win over the weekend, the Knights ~·
brought the Shirley B. Negaard Trophy back to East
Orlando. After winning the state championship, the
Knights are currently ranked fifth in the Division I
south regional, the first national ranking ever of the
UCF rowing program. UCF's varsity e~ght is also tied
for fifth with the University of Texas in the south
regional.
Over the weekend in
Tampa, the Knights
were near the top of all
the race categories
except one, finishing
first in five of the seven
races.
Last year's rowing
team ·finished second
behind a strong Miami
team, but this year the
Knights were able to
stymie the Hurricanes
and finish in first.
In the most important category of the varsity eight competition,
- ROWING COACH LEEANNE CAIN
ON NEXT WEEK'S SIRA CHAMPIONSHIP
the Knights finished
first, beating out the
University of Miami by
13 seconds. The eight consisted of senior leaders
Amy Price and coxswain Lisa Beltran, juniors Kayla
Smith, Tanya Kleisler, Melissa Westhoff and Katherine Motes, sophomore· Krystina Sarff, and freshmen
Caitlin Pauls and Mary Rosser.
These ladies also posted the top time in the preliminary heats on Friday, the first day of competition
at the Bypass Canal in Tampa. They continued their
great work on Saturday with their first place time of
6 minutes, 26.6 seconds.
The Knights continued their winning ways in the
junior varsity category, as well, where they took
home the top prize. UCF finished with a time of
6:28.2, a full 17 seconds faster than Miami. The
Knights also dominated in the lightweight eight
event, where their two teams finished one-two with
Jacksonville coming in third nearly 20 seconds
behind the Knights' first place squad.
UCF also fared well in both novice eight categories. Junior rowers Laurel Elmore and Katie Fulton,
sophomores Jessica Lorne and Katrina Gavette, and
freshman Erin Riegel, Megan Kranz, Eleni Roussos
and coxswain Jenni Brooks, finished-in first place
with a time of 6:52.9. Miami finished second again,
posting a time of 7:03.11. The second novice eight

"This is
our biggest
• •
com·pet1t1on
of the
_.regular
season."

PLEASE SEE

ROWING ON A112

There's no rivalry? Probably
because you're losing to us.
blew a 10-1 lead to the
I love how most
USF fans won't accept
Moo Cows, but
that they have a rivalry
they're
wins
nonetheless.
with UCF.
My favorite part
Fine, I'll accept
their football arguof the day, aside from
ment since we haven't
the -win, is when I
popped into the Stuplayed yet and the fact
that George O'Leary
M O UTHINGOFF dent Union briefly
and overheard two
recruits quality stuASHLEY BURNS
USF students talking
dent-athletes while
Managing Editor
about how they
Bulls' Coach Jim Leavitt recruits criminals.
wished their campus
But there is most certainly a rival- was as nice as ours. I wish I could
ry between these two schools, and have told them that they'll have to setanyone who doesn't believe that tle with the four buildings they have
should just take a look at Tuesday because God hates USF and there's
night's baseball game. For the second no more land for them to build, but
yecµ- in a row, a strong USF fan base then I would have had to drop my L<l:
hopped in its army of Pintos and El to six and learned how to speak
Caminos and trotted up 1-4 for a moron.
As our baseball team gave USF
matchup on the diamond at Jay
fans another loss to take home, I shall
Bergman Field
Tell me something, Bull$#!@ give the No. 5 school in Florida a nice
Nation. If there's no rivalry, then why Thursday tirade to make USF's day a
show up and run your mouths about little brighter ...
Chicago Cubs pitcher Kerry Wood
how much better the Tampa Institute
of Truck Drivers and Refrigerator is a joke. Talk about an overrated
Repair is than UCF? Not only did we waste of talent. This guy has been
win Tuesday night, but we won two fondled by sports media since he
weeks ago as well. Granted they were
PLEASE SEE Mns oN ~,2
close games and the Knights almost
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!Softball smacks Bulldogs around

NUMBERS

l

:convincing back-to-back wins at Gardner-Webb
:make up for a disappointing split with Campbell

double into the right center field gap,
The Virginia native improved to 16platting both runs.
· 10 overall and s~o this season in A-Sun
UCF added a pair of runs in the sec- play, striking out a career-high 14 batond inning, extending the advantage to ters along the way. She also went
4-0. Nikki Green started the frame three-for-four at the plate.
blasting a home run. After consecutive
"Lindsay was locked in and put
singles by Cat Snapp and Kacie Feast- together an all-around good performer, Shinhoster drove in Snapp with a ance," Luers-Gillispie said. "She's a difRBI single up the middle.
ferent pitcher when she gets run supThe Knights tacked on a final run, port, because she can go after each
making it 5-0 in the seventh when batter and not have to manipulate an
Stephanie Best scored on a GWU inning."
throwing error.
Enders also earned A-Sun "Pitcher
Enders carried a no-hitter into the of the Week" honors for the second
fourth inning, but Christie Barlow
broke it up with a two-out single.
' PLEASE SEE SOFTBALL ON A113
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MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer .

After splitting a doubleheader at
Campbell to start its 12-game road trip,
softball faced what Coach Renee
Luers-Gillispie called two critical
games at Gardner-Webb on Sunday.
The Knights (34-20-1, 7-3 A-Sun)
took the words of their coach to heart
and responded with 5-0 and 11-2 thrashings of the Bulldogs (15-26-1, 1-10 A-Sun)

at the GWU Softball Complex.
"It was a show out there today,"
Luers-Gillispie said. "The execution
,one through nine was amazing. The
girls were just trying to put the ball in
play instead of hitting for power, and
that put a lot of pressure on their
defense."
Jania Shinhoster and Cici ·Alvarez
started the first game by drawing a pair
of walks, and starter Lindsay Enders
helped her own cause by ripping a

Baseball

Runs for UCF in the first two
innings of their win over USF on
Tuesday night.

Years it had been since UCF had a
season series victory over USF
before clinching one on Tuesday.

;keeps up
•

10

•

,w1nn1ng

:ways

Hits for pitcher Lindsay Enders
including a home run on Saturday,
she also pitched her way to a win.

FROM All

•
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' recent struggles by pitching
himself out of a jam in that
inning and then striking out the
' side in the ninth to slam the
door on his fourth save of the
year.
.
The win advanced UCF's
record to 31-8, the second-most
wins in Division I behind Florida State, while knocking USF
' down to two games over .500 at
20-18.
1

Home runs for Nikki Green in
Sunday's two UCF road wins over •
Gardner-Webb.
c

Who's hot

: Notes
; UCF is now 20-4 against
, non-conference foes this year
... The Knights are also 13-0
when racking up 10 runs or
, more ... The Knights have ..
; outscored opponents 69-16 in
: the first two innings this year ...
Ray Rodriguez is 6-0 with a
2.36 ERA in 12 appearances,
, and is holding the opposition to
a measly .185 batting' average,
best on the staff ... JohnMichael Howell is now .390
with 10 homers and 37 RBis ...
Dee Brown still has the team
lead in RBis (40) and is tied for
the team lead in home runs (10)
... The Knights head to
Nashville , Tenn., this weekend
for a three-game set against
Belmont ... UCF's next game
was after press time last night
against Bethune-Cookman at
Jay Bergman Field ... Look for a
full recap of the B-CC game
and the Belmont series in Monday's edition.of the Future.

Softball's Lindsey Enders earned ASun"Pitcher of the Week" honors after
going 2-0 last week in the A-Sun.

Who's not
.

UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

The women's rowing varsity eight are tied for No. 5 with Texas in the NCAA Division ISouth regional. For the first time in the 10-year history of the program; UCF is nationally ranked.

Upcoming

Rowing looks forward t() pext w_e~k
FROM Alll

team also won its event with a
victory of nearly 40 seconds
over runner-up Tampa.
The Knights' only area of
struggle was with the smaller
boats. They finished fourth in
the varsity four category with

FROM A111

Since 2002, the Knights have won all
six of their meetings against FAU,
mcluding a 4-0 triumph in the 2003 ASun quarterfmals. All-time, the Knights
are 21-12 in the tournament, while FAU
is 12-8.
'
1 The Bulldogs of Gardner-Webb are
living through some growing pains in
the conference. A-Sun members since
2003, Gardner-Webb is 2-20 overall in
2005. They were winless in five matches versus A-Sun teams.
Seeded
eleventh this year, Gardner-Webb has
lost both of their previous tournament
appearances.
For the Knights, two-time defending
conference champions, a victory in the

.

t

The USF baseball team was ensured a
season series loss to the Knights for
the first time since 1999 on Tuesday.

a time of 7:42.5, coming in
UCF
rowing
Coach
.. behind Barry, Nova So\,\th- Leeanne Crain said her team
eastern and first-place Miami, has "taken over as the fastest
which clocked a time of · boats this year."
7:22.9. In the varsity four
The women rowers' next
event, the Knights finished stop is in Oak Ridge, Tenn., to
third, behind two teanis from compete in the Southern
the University of Miami, with Intercollegiate Rowing Assoa time of 7:46.9.
ciation Championship, start-

ing April 16. Crain said, "This
is our biggest competition of
the regular season."
The Knights are the No. 2
seed, trying to knock off the
top seeded Louisville Cardinals, who actually rank below
the Knights at No. 6 in the
nation.

Men look to capture A-Sun title for third con~ecutive year

I

('

quarterfmals would just be the beginning of their ultimate goal. "I want to
leave here with three championships,"
senior. Antonio Sierra said. "More than
anything, that is what I want to do."
To accomplish the three-peat,
Coach Cashman sees the Knights' sue- ·
cess riding on three key elements.
First, five seniors lead this team of
nine. But Sebastian Delgado may be
the most impo;tant player for the
Knights this weekend. "Sebastian has
turned it on big time," Cashman ·
remarked. "I think he is going to play a
huge part.· With the seniors, they [the
opposition] know them. But they don't
know Sebastian. They haven't seen
him. And he's playing very good doubles, too."

Delgado carries a four-match winning streak into the A-Sun tournament.
Last week, Delgado easily defeated
Stetson senior Christian Moe, 6-1, 6-0.
Before that loss, Moe had won eight
straight singles matches.
.
Second, the Knights must be victol-i.1.
ous in the doubles matches. "It's very
tough to take four of the six single
matches," Cashman said. "It can happen, but most of the time it won't. If we
can come out with the doubles point,
we can be successful.''
Spanning back to February 26, the
Knights liave won W of a possible 11
doubles' points. Seniors Joel Allen and
Sierra are 12-2 together and give the
team an extremely dependable duo;
Cashman also said'that this year's dou-

.,Mets fans never have any reason to be happy
.

I

The Miami Dolphins are reported•
ly looking to trade their No. 2 pick to
entered the league what seems like stock up on later round picks, which
an eternity ago. The guy couldn't they lack thanks to last year's Einstay healthy if it meant winning a Cy stein-esque A.J. Feeley trade. BasicalYoung. Hell, he couldn't stay healthy ly, they're giving up a shot at Cedric
if it meant being served the Cy Young Benson or Braylon Edwards so they
1award by a naked Charlize Theron. can draft Air Bud and a bag of pret'To put it on a scale, Wood's stinky zels. In a related story, I'll be at church
·dump of a career is somewhere Sunday praying for the NFL players to
•between Ryan Leaf's classic melt- get as greedy as the NHL players...
down and the entire cast of every
Speaking of church, I'd like to be
Surreal Life season ...
the new pope. I know I'm not Catholic
' Britney Spears is officially preg- - or even religious for that matter nant. She won't be a MILF, though, but that papal apartment is sweet.
despite what she thinks. Someone Plus, if
pope I'd pretty much elim•needs to run odds on what kind of inate my chances of going to hell.
vacuum she'll use to suck the post- That would kick a little ass ...
birth fat out,'because at the rate she's
A quick early season glance at my
falling into Bithlo status, the only fantasy baseball teams: two last
· exercise she'll get is moving the baby places, a fourth place and a sixth
so she can fmd her Schlitz tallboy and place. People should pay me to join
beating her husband with a trucker their leagues ...
bat...
The New York Mets are so bad ...
I wanted to watch the first game of (How bad are they?) ... The New York
the NHL playoffs last night, but I Mets are so bad that last year's UCF
couldn't fmd the channel That's too i football team sent them a basket 0£,
bad because I'm such a hockey fan ... l flowers with a card that read: "WowA
FROM All
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bles has been better than that of the
2004 championship team.
Lastly, injuries will play a major role, much like they do in any other sport.
''You are going to see guys start cramping," Cashman said. "Especially now at
SS degrees, you are going to have teams
where someone will go down, and it
could cost them the match, you watch.
We have got to keep hydrated."
So what does Cashman think of the
Knights' chances? "We are going to be
't ough to beat," he said.
The Knights' first match will come
at 4:30 p.m. Friday in DeLand. If they
advance to the semifmals, those matches will commence at noon on Saturday.
The championship round is Sunday at
1:30p.m.

Women's tennis is at the A-Sun
championship hosted by Stetson
tomorrow through Sunday .·: .
'
Men's tennis is also in Deland for
the A-Sun championship tomorrow
through Sunday ... Baseball is at
Belmont tomorrow afternoon for
the first of athree-game series,
games two and three are scheduled
for Saturday and Sunday afternoon
respectively ... Women's track and
field is in Nashville, Tenn.,·starting .
tomorrow for the A-Sun
championships, which run through
Saturday ... Men's golf is at the ASun championship on Monday.

Quotables
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"We have got to keep hydrated."
- MEN'S TENNIS COACHBOBBY
CASHMAN ON CONDITIONING
"It's very tough to take four of the
six singles matches."
.
- MEN'S TENNIS COACH BOBBY
CASHMAN ON A-SUN TOURNAMENT
"We've taken over as the fastest
boats this year."
- ROWING COACH LEEANNE
CRAIN ON HER TEAM'S WIN
f)

Women hope that their recent
momentum will prove beneficial

you're ba,d." The Mets are so bad that
Ashlee Simpson called Pedro Martinez and said the team needs to perFROM All
form better. The Mets are so bad that
a woman in New Jersey gave birth and
Kat Hailllin and Lindsey Soffes l;>y a
the baby popped out and saw the
··
score of 8-4.
National League East standings and
he crawled back in ...
·
-in her first year as a Knight, Yakimchenkova bas improved her play conUCF basketball has signed one of
siderably throughout the course of the
the top point guard prospects in the
season.
.
state. That means that aside from me,
Earlier this month the freshman
Panda Bear and my buddy Oliver
earned her first ever A-Sun women's'
"The Polish Wonder,'' 1,100 people
tennis player of the week honors on
will watch him play in two years ...
the merit of her strong performance
Finally, the Boston Red Sox
against Marquette, in which sb,e w~i:lt ·,
received their World Series Champi4-0. She.,has also compiled fl record of!
on rings prior to their home opener
10-5 in singles competition and a -per-·
Tuesday. They were absolutely gorfeet 8-0 in doubles matches.
geous and.ESPN commentators joked
Senior Kristina Lohmos has also
that the Sox had 96 years to design
them. That's kind offunny, I guess, but . ~·f!1earue<l ·l.A..~Silll women's terutls player
of the week honors twice this spring as
I can't help but wonder why they'd
she has compiled a record of 12-11 in
have "Property of the St. Louis Cardisingles, and 11-12 in doubles.
nals, 2006" inscribed on the inside of
· , As she usually is, Pamela Fernandez
the band. Bunch of idiots up there.
has been rock solid for the Knights this·
year.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
The junior has been a key o the
editor@UCFnews.com

Knights' success with a solid record of
15-8 in her singles matches. Her doubles record is not quite as good at 12-11,
but her 27 overall wins are tied for the
most on the team with Megan Hunter.
Hunter has had a breakthrough
year. After compiling a record of 11-15
in singles last year, the sophomore has
10-7 this year in singles and 17-5 in doubles for her 27 total wins.
· ·.The Knights' hot stretch of tennis
has been quite impressive to fmish the
season. UCF got wins over Stetson,
,.
' '
Houston' and a v1ctocy over Loyola
Marymount on a ti:ip to California
Moµientum .is definitely on their
side as they await the winner of the
Mercer/Gardner-Webb match today.
UCF has not yet competed with
either of those teams this year but will
hope to advance with a win.
_If the Knights are able to make it to
the semifmals, ther. will play Saturday
at 9 a.m. in Deland;J1ie champions · ·
match is set for 10 a\n. Sunday.
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Softball continues 12-game road .
trip over the weekend in Georgia

J
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in:ated UCF in their first-ever picked up sweeps on Sunday
postseason experience. Since afternoon in A-Sun action. The
time this year and the third that meeting, the Knights have Hatters picked up a 5-4 cometime in her career. In 15 won four straight games in the from-behind victory against
Mercer in game one.
innings of work over two overall series.
GSU has lost seven out of its
With Stetson ·down 3~1 ill
games last week, the senior
had an ERA of only .047 and last eight and is only hitting the fifth inning, Shawna Wiggs
allowed only 10 hits with 17 .226 as a team. Candice Jones knocked a triple to sco're Sherleads the way with a team-high ilynn Wilder, who started the
strikeouts.
.frame with a leadoff single.
To start game two, Gard- 17 RBis.
Elizabeth Hyman has been a Wiggs scored the tying run on
ner-Webb turned the tables
on the Knights, grabbing a tough costumer in the circle a Jessica King sacrifice fly.
The two teams exchanged
quick 2-0 leaq after the first and is second in the A-Sun
inning. The Bulldogs used a with 187 strikeouts. She is also runs ,in the eighth before Stethit batter, two hits and a UCF · in the top five in the league son won the game on a walkoff
with a 1.27 ERA. Her average of RBI single by Melissa Wiggins
error to score the runs.
Ashley Baker regrouped, 8.27 strikeouts per game is sec- in the ninth.
Stetson was in cruise congiving up only allowing two ond jn the league.
-trol
and routed the Bears in the
The
Ladies
of
Summer
conhits the rest of the game, and
slammed the door shut on tinue their Peach State road second game, ll-1 in five
trip down I-75 in Macon, Ga., innings behind seven RBis
the Bulldogs' attack.
Mercer (23-25, 2-6 A- from King and Wiggins.
against
"She [Baker] just settled
After splitting a doubledown and relaxed out there Sun). UCF is 5-3 all-time and
after getting that first inning has won four straight against header at Lipscomb, Troy finished 'out the weekend making
under her belt," Luers- the Bears.
However, the Knights are a statement with 3-0 and 10-0
Gillispie said. "Give Cat
credit for calling a great winless in Mac;on, dropping a wins over Belmont (10-23, 0-6
game and helping Ashley doubleheader during the 2003 A-Sun).
The Trojans rode the back
find her groove as well as season.
Megan Clark is fifth in the of starter Jocelyn McCallum.
allow her to go after the hitconference in terms of batting The Australian once again
ters."
UCF chipped away at the average with .351 and fourth in broke the single-game record·
for strikeouts in a game with 19.
lead, cutting the deficit in RBis with 40 runs.
Kristen Talamantes is hav- She also broke the 200-strikehalf in the second as Crystle
Krafft scored on two GWU ing a breakout sophomore out plateau for the season durthrowing errors during the campaign for the Bears. Tala- ing the game and now stands at
mantes has boosted her aver- 2ll.
same play.
Troy capitalized on two
The Knights took control age to .353, up more than 100
doubles in the ninth and manuof the game in the third points from a season ago.
Katie Rosentreter has been factured runs with sacrifices as
inning, snatching a 6-2
a
mainstay
in the circle for well as wild pitches from Beladvantage after exploding
Mercer. There aren't many mont.
· fQr five runs on six hits.
Much like Stetson, Troy
Bryttani Lindheim deliv- school records that the junior
ered a two-run single, Enders left-hander doesn't hold. This stormed past its opponent in
smacked a two-run home season, Rosentreter. is 15-13 the second game, taking conrun and Green tripled to left with a 1.25 ERA, and she has trol of.the game early. The Trofield, driving in another run struck out 167 batters in 167 jans struck with five runs in the
as the Knights blew the game innings of work. However, first ix).ning, and the Bruins
Rosentreter has lost her last couldn't recover.
open,.
In other league play, GeorUCF continued to roll as three starts against UCF,
Best smashed a majestic including two in the confer- gia State and Jacksonville (2522, 6-3 A-Sun) split a double
two-run blast in the fourth. ence tournament.
dip. The Panthers rolled in
The homer was her 19th of
game one, 7-1, while the Dolthe season, breaking her own Around the Atlantic Sun
Stetson (29-14, 7-3 A-Sun) phins responded with a 1-0 vicprevious season record in
and Troy (33-16, 9-1 A-Sun) also tory in the second game.
2003.
The Knights hammered
the final nail into the coff"m
on Green's second home run
of the day, making it n-2 after
sixth putting the mercy rule
into effect.
UCF totaled 16 hits in
game two and had six players
with ar least two hits.
"We were just doing the
little things right out there,''
Luers-Gillispie said. "It
makes a big difference when
you can execute on basic,
fundamental stuff like mov. ing runners over on bunts,
and coming up with clutch
hits when we needed to
score runs."
The Knights continued
their 12-game road trip yesterday at Florida State, but
results were not available at
press time. UCF continues
the roadie at Georgia State
and Mercer this weekend.
After a two-game series at
USF next week, the Knights
will fmally return home next
Saturday to play Jacksonville,
the first home game for softCentral
ball since April 2.
Florida
"It's going to be a challenge, but I think the girls are
ready,'' Luers-Gillispie said.
"Earlier hi the season we
went out on the road backto-back weekends, so I think
that experience has prepared
the girls for this weekend."

\

WQuldyou
turn your back.
on Saving
a Life?
"I don't think they realize. for 2 hours a week,

they can gi,ve someon~ a·chance at life.
That's Priceless!" .
When You Donate Plasma You Help Create Life Saving Therapies for : ·
* Newborns and their mothers
* Children and adults with hemophilia
* Bum, shock, and trauma victims
* Vaccine developments
* Surgical patients-Hepatitis patients
* Bone-marrow transplant adult recipients
* Immunedefi,cient children and adults
* Research and development in medical testing

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
·
www.dciplasma.com

321-235-9100 .

8ll~n1.J-ersity <>~

Scouting Georgia State
and Mercer
The Lady Panthers (15-27,
4-6 A-Sun) are trying to get
. back to the Atlantic Sun
tournament for the first time
since 2002, where they elim-

Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United
Stat es Air Force, it's unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country.
You'll have the opportunity to. practice nursing in as many as 20 different field s
in a vari ety of nursing environments. And you'll feel a greater sense of shared
responsi bility when you have the opportunity to actually lead your team.
Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.
AIRF ORCE.C OM/he althcar e • 1- 800- 588- 526 0
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Concerns won't
stop stadium

~
~
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ack your bags, load up the
As has been this paper's
we build a stadium. Here's a
moving trucks or do whatstance since the inception of the
quick history lesson for these
ever it takes, but the stadifeasibility study, this proposed
people who probably can't even
um is coming.
stadium is a fantastic idea, and it
spell football, let alone tell us that
Today the Board of Trustees is needs to happen at all costs. One
Bobby Joe Plain caught the firstfinally voting on the infamous
Central Florida resident at Monever touchdown reception in
.day's meeting said he would sell
feasibility study for an on-camUCF football history: UCF footpus football stadium, and if the
his home while he could because ball was the fastest growing
past three'days have shown us
he was afraid that his property
NCAA football program in the
anything, this thing should pass
value would decrease. Need help nation from the time it joined
with flying colors.
· moving, sir? Plenty of UCF stuDivision I-A in 1996 until the acaThere's no doubt that commu- dents wouldn't mind earning a
demic and violence scandals that
nity concern is still out there, but
few extra bucks helping disgrunslowed the team's progress in
tled, anti-UCF residents pack
there's also no doubt that more
2003.
and more local UCF students
their bags and move them on out.
Before Ryan Schneider was
and alumni have come out of the
The most interesting point
kicked off the team and Mike
woodwork and told the neighduring Monday's open forum
Kruczek was fired, this team was
boring UCF communities exactly was the number oflocal resisoaring. However, Athletic Direcwhat they think.
dents who were all for the staditor Steve Orsini had the genius
Monday night at the Student
um even though they live in the
foresight to stop these problems
· neighboring communities. Most
Union, during an open forum
before they grew worse. That
about the stadium, 20 of the first
of them were UCF alumni, but
slowed this program down, but it ·
21 speakers were for the stadium.
they weren't just a crop of recent ·will get better.
Granted, we don't know exactly
graduates who are still in touch
This stadium is being built
how the individual members of
with their Black and Gold crazy
because this program and school
tailgating sides. We're talking
the Board of Trustees feel about
, deserve it. The football team will
the stadium, but after hearing
about 'g rads from the pre-football win more and more games, and a
from all of the articulate and pos- era There were grads who want
Conference USA championship
itive people in attendance, there
this stadium to be erected not for will come to this university withprobably isn't much doubt as to
their own concerns, but for their
in the next few years. Above all
how today's vote will pan out.
kids and the kids who will grow
else, this football team will be a
The trustees are in their posiup to play football at UCF.
Top 25 program, and it will go to
tions because they are successful
But as always, there were
bowl game after bowl game, and
people who have done well for
those in dissent with negative
it will all happen because the
themselves in their respective
stadium remarks and wisecracks
team has a home on campus.
career fields. They're also in their from cowards in the back of the
The only thing that won't happositions because they have the
room. People who were afraid to
pen is local residents jumping on
right idea about directions that
speak in front of a crowd had no
the bandwagon when this prothis university needs to go in, and problem gloating to the pro-UCF gram starts winning big. They
they have more than enough
crowd that maybe our football
won't be allowed because the
common sense.
team should win a game before . true fans won't let them.

OUR STANCE

Bolton's tactics
too aggressive
P

resident George W. Bush
ests and when we can get others
to go along."
has the most scrutinized
occupation in the entire
Bolton backers see his
world. Every decision he makes is appointment as a good thing for
broken down, picked apart and
U.S. relations with the United
analyzed in every media outlet
Nations. Bolton has earned the
possible. So one would think that
respect of conservatives, such as
he thoroughly analyzes all really
former Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.),
who commented, "Given the .
big decisions as to avoid global
and domestic criticism. Such was challenges faced by the United
not the case in the appointment
Nations as we learn more about
of John Bolton to the position of
the oil-for-food scandal and other
U.S. ambassador to the United
abuses by U.N. officials, John
Nations
Bolton is the right man to repreThe Senate Foreign Relations
sent the United States in its
Committee confinnation hearefforts to carry on much-needed
ings for the position have shown
reforms of the United Nations."
that the nomination of Bolton is
While it is apparent that the
completely outrageous. One
. United Nations is in need of
would think that Bush would
some reform, it seems that maybe
have nominated someone that
the Bush administration would
has a respect for the United
have chosen a more pro-U.N.
Nations instead of contempt.
ambassador. How exactly does he
Bolton has stamped his career in
plan on bringing reform to an
international affairs with a conorganization he has so adamantly
tinual disdain for the U.N. organi- bashed? IfMr. Bolton doesn't
zation.
respect the work of his fellow
·Bolton's professional history
representatives in the United
all came to the forefront in the
Nations, then why would they
Senate hearings; all of which
bother to hear him out?
added on reasons for denying
Not only were his controverhim the position. While he tried
sial opinions of the international
to deny his discontent for the
community brought forth, his
United Nations, Senator Barbara
work history with other agencies
Boxer provided a videotape
was as well When a State
showing the contrary. The video- Department intelligence analyst
tape is of a 1994 speech in which
pointed out misinformation in
he stated, "There is no United
Bolton's speech on Cuba and bioNations. There is an international logical weapons, Bolton then procommunity that occasionally can ceeded to try and have the man
be led by the only real power left
fired.
in the world - that's the United
Carl Ford Jr., who was in
States _;_ when it suits our intercharge of the State Department's

intelligence office at the time of
the incident, countered Bolton's
claim that the situation never
escalated to a possible firing. Ford
had this to say to ABC News following the hearing: "I consider
myself a loyal Republican despite
what I may have said today. I've
never seen anybody quite like
Secretary Bolton. Doesn't even
come close - I don't have a second, and third or fourth in terms
of the way that he abuses his
power and authority with little
people:'
Bolton's Republican allies still
contest that he has committed no
wrong that should prevent him
from this position. Despite his
unruly management tactics he
still gave an accurate speech on
Cuba and will continue his professionalism in the United
Nations. "Bluntness may not be
very good diplomacy, but on
occasion it may be required," Sen.
Richard Lugar, R-lnd., stated.
Despite all of this evidence,
Bolton will likely receive the
position with a completely partisan approval. The United States
is perceived as a bully with little
regard for any nation in disagreement. It only makes sense that
tl)ey send someone like Bolton to
appease all the leaders that have
been upset by U.S. policy in the
past few years. The playground
bully tactics this administration
has grown so accustomed to will
eventually catch up to them.
Then let's see what the United
Nations will do.
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READER VIEWS

Transfer declined
After reading "I'm going to need some
bodyguards after this one" [April 11], I am
appalled.
As a staff writer for In Motion at Daytona
Beach Community College, I would expect
more out of a university-level paper.
The opinion was a tasteless piece for a
university~level newspaper. Sure, it was full
of passion, but some choice words were
used that were offensive, as well as some
bashing on other college papers.
I would expect someone at a university
level to have a stronger vocabulary than
what was demonstrated in this piece.
You're low when you have to resort to
bashing and picking out flaws in other
papers to make yourselves sound good:
Your work should speak for itself.
Your paper may have awards and honors,
but they mean nothing when you don't display your level of proffesionalism [sic] in
your paper.
That means all areas, including the Opinions, especially when it's a work done by
someone on your staff.
I'll .continue reading, but am not considering UCF as a school to transfer to, especially after getting a glimpse of the attitudes
of the people I would be working with.
-JAMIE COOK
STAFF WRITER, IN MOTION

With ooinions come criticism

much like the health inspector who won't
leave until he finds at least one thing wrong.
Point No. 2: Although it may be true
"today'' that parking is always available on .
the top floors of all garag~s, I think it would
be hard to-support that claim before the
withdrawal deadline.
Point No. 3: I thought it was great that
Mr. Clark was ready to give a figure like the
ratio of parking spaces to students. However, I was hoping for a more insightful statistic, namely the ratio of money coming into
UCF from parking tickets versus,-say, the
money coming into UCF from activity fees.
Point No. 4: Although I'm absolutely sure
that the income from parking tickets would
be more than enough to cover the low-ball
$1 million figure to get cameras in the
garages, I'm glad that they are against that
idea in general. In my opinion, more surveillance means less privacy (and I don't even
want to hear that "if you're not doing anything wrong, you have nothing to hide"
crap).
· Point No. 5: I'm still trying to figure out
what "service" UCF Parking Services actually offers. They wouldn't help me change a
tire. They won't give me a ride to the top
floor of the garage. I find it laughable to say
that anything they offer over the Internet is
a service; it's not a service, it's a Javascript.
Building a new garage isn't a service, it's a
requirement. They can't even maintain the
paint in the parking lots. Let's face it - the
only real service that they provide is a reliable income for the school coffers.

I would first like to say, congrats Shannon on your strong opinions because having
- MORGAN MONROE
an opinion is the first step to success in the
newspaper world. Secondly, I would like to
now share my opinion with you (criticism,
I have always wondered why UCF has
the second part of success). I am a graduate
had
a Knight as their mascot. Don;t get me
of the University of Florida And I recently
wrong, knights are pretty sick. But a knight
began graduate school here at UCF.
has very little to do with Central Florida A
I read The Independent Florida Alligator
knight
has never entered the state of Florievery day on the bus on the way to class. I
da. Ponce de Leon was a conquistador, not a
also contributed articles to the Alligator. At
knight. As a future UCF student (Fall 2005),
- UF, students are encouraged in the journalI
was thinking of a new mascot. How about,
ism program to get their articles published
an anhinga as UCF's new mascot. What the
in the Alligator.
heck is an anhinga?
And actually, those who do get extra
Visit http://birdcentral.net/anhinga.htm.
.points in their reporting class. When you
submit an article to the Alligator, they really .That is an anhinga.
Also known as the snakebird, it is quite
look for well-written and well-put together
possibly
one of Florida's most intimidating
pieces. If something needs improvement,
birds.
they tell you.
According to the site Enature.com, "The
The Alligator has a great relationship
anhinga
often swims with its body.subwith the university. However, it is also an
merged and only its head and long, slender
independent newspaper, meaning that it is
neck visible above the water. Its long, dagnot officially affiliated with UF. ·
ger-shaped,
serrated bill is ideally suited for
Despite that fact, I would read it cover to
catching
fish,
which it stabs and then flips
cover. Student articles were all over the
into the air and gulps down headfirst."
paper. UF has one of the top communicaYeah, headfirst.
tion and journalism schools in the nation. It
Picture this. It's fall 2006, UCF stadium
is a tough program and extrem~ly demandopening day. About 40,000 people in the
ing.
stands for the opener, and there at the 50Don't put down a school newspaper just
yard
line stands our anhinga mascot. The
because it's not your own.
sight of its long neck and large wingspan
Each person is entitled to his or her own
brings the students to their feet.
opinion, even you. But the truth is, don't
Have you ever seen Sebastian of the
make an opinion based on nothing. HonestMiami Hurricanes get a crowd going? The
ly, I don't read the Central Florida Future as
bird is absolutely ridiculous with the fans.
often because I don't have time.
I'm not a Miami fan, but it's quite a sight
And with that, I have no opinion on the
to see. Now imagine that sick mascot raising
quality of the paper; however, now that I
its wings into the air.
have read your article in it, I can tell my
All of the students cheer,
opinion of you is not that high.
"OOOOOOHHHHHffHHHHH!" Then very
- BRIANNE STRAUB quickly, with a bit of the band's help,
''.ANHINGA DINGA ZINGA!" Put it to a
tune similar to Sebastian's "C-A-N-E-S"
Dear Shannon Mau,
cheer, and you have a recipe for the sickest
mascot the nation has ever seen.
STFU.
Put it together, "OOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHH!
... ANHINGA DINGA ZINGA!"
- GAVIN BAKER
Students, consider how cool this would
COLUMNIST, THE INDEPENDENT FLORIDA ALUGATOR
be. With all respect to the Golden Knights,
who I love, we need a mascot that repreJust to Yet you ktiow whe.r e I stand, I have sents our area
Keep Black and Gold, we don't need to
to start with the fact that the only tickets
reform
everything. Besides, it's the color
that I have received in the last seven years
combo
of
champions. Conference USA
have all been from UCF Parking Services,
champions.
and that's after living in three major metro
Go Anhingas!
areas.
I find that their department operates
-SAM DEDOMINICIS

Anhinga dinga zinga!
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A brief note

Parking is no picnic
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The Future encourages comments from readers.Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 40\,447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEfVSl.
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ADULT ADHD STUDY

The Shriner's
should be
ashamed I

ADHD affects over 3°/o

of the adult population.

(no, we
don'tjust
mean
their ·
funny

I .

·In other words, you're not alone.
1

cars)
'

Orlando's Bahia Shriners are bringing the Royal.
Hanneford Circus to UCF Arena this weekend.
The circus has a long and sordid record of . ·a nimal
escapes and rampages, failure to meet minimum space
requirements for animals, and poor animal care.
¢As recently as .·2002, the USDA cited Royal ·Hanneford
for failure .to provide its elephants with adequate
veterinary care.
¢In 1999, an elephant left the ring during a performance
and· ran into the bleachers, causing spectators to run for

I

People with ADH D often have symptoms such as:

0
0
0
0

feelings of restlessness _or impatience
procrastinating or disorganized
bored easily
difficulty paying attention

•

arff e:JC
animal rights foundation of florida
(954) 727-ARFF

I www.arff.org

.:
....

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may
qualify for a medical research study involving an
investigational medication. Call for immediate
evaluation. Eligible participants will receive a
comprehensive
psychiatric
evaluation
and
compensation. Appointments always available.
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s~fety.

Contact UCF's President, Dr. John Hitt,
and tell him that animal cruelty has no
place on your campus.
Phone: (407) 823-1823
E-mail: jhitt@mail.ucf.edu
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RESEARCH

underst anding. informing. improving lives.

ORLANDO 407-644· 1165
, LEESBURG 352-728-4646
ASK FOR EXT. 83
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means you" get away" from higha~ses

and those soul-sucking
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We Qffer many of the san:ie classes as a university, so credits
earned at Valencia will transfer. Before you apply, go to
facts.org and choose "Transfer Services" for details.

Take the smart trip this summer. Registration starts April 22.
If you've never attended Valencia, you -can also apply onllne at facts.erg.
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OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.'m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd.'& Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

(entraf j(otiba 1uture

Seminole Chrollicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
• Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

~ HELP WANTED:
~General

Become part of the Levy Team at •••

,

Levy Restaurants, one of the nation's premier dining leaders, is
seeking enthusiastic & dedicated individuals to join our team!

CAMP COUNSELORS
gain valuable experience while
having the summer of a lifetime.
Counselors needed for Outdoor
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more in
the Pocono mountains of PA. Apply
online at www.pineforestcamp.com

ALL LOCATIONS ARE NOW HIRING:
SERVERS • HOST STAFF • CASHIERS
DISHWASHERS • LINE/PREP COOKS
WINE STEWARDS

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers,
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
·exc. customer skills. We ofter excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses, 407-816-0915,
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave,

We offer competitive wages, great benefits,
flexible scheduling & real advancement oppty's!
Apply in person daily, from 2pm-4pm
atone of the above restaurants.
Located at Downtown Disney, 1·4. exit 68.
eoe

5 MOTIVATED PEOPLE NEEDED
Work from Home
Earn $500-$5,000 PT/FT
866-355-5476
thenaturallifestyle.com
Mark I Avon Reps needed in this area.
Be your own boss. Instant profit,
discounts. Set your own hrs. Learn
valuable business skills. 407-641-4217
or tianaholmes@msn.com

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-level jobs:

• Ride Operator
•Lifeguard
•Food & Beverage:
Cooks and Cashiers

•Front Gate
• Merchandise Cashier
•Warehouse
•Security
,Appy in person at the
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa@ 407-354-2085

HELP WANTED
Get paid to drive nice cars!
Locations in Wtr Pk & Orlando.
Flex hours, FT/PT Seasonal avail. _
• ~•
(407) 616-3296

.!::::::===;;=:~"'="==="'======='='='=""=~Ii I

Now Hiring Recreation Attendants
and Pool Attendants. No exp
necessary. Need FT/PT and
seasonal. Competitive pay with end
of summer bonus. Also hiring
certified lifeguards. Call Lisa at
321-443-1775 for interview.

FULTON'S (RAB HOUSE
PORTOBELLO YACHT CLUB
WOLFGANG PUCK CAFE

WWW.LEVYRESTAURANTS.COM

Bartenders wante~.
$300 a day potential:
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 1,8 + OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 101.·

Veterinary Assistant/Technician FT/PT
A high quality veterinary practice in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, people and pet oriented
assistant. Salary commensurate with
experience; we also offer excellent
benefits. Please contact Isabel at
407-447-9444.

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk, Phone & Car req. 1 ,
Abbey's 407-268-4421

CAtlCU/I

Pl.AVA~ CARmEM

Models wanted, female 18+ for elite
web site, We pay $50/hr modeling fee,
Professional photographers whose work
is displayed commercially
worldwide. Respond with photo and
contact information to: EMG/MPP; P,O., '
Box 195277; Winter Springs, FL
32719-5277
or e-mail emg0225@yahoo.com

ONCE IN ALl>l'l!MI' JOB

GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com
Great part or full time job opportunity. Be
part of our winning team!! Flex hours, ·
competitive pay, benefits avail. Apply in
person at Apartment Hunters 12227 Univ
Blvd or call 407-282-0980
Personal assistanUNanny for schoolaged children. PT/FT, Flex schedule.
Must have reliable car. Live-out only,
Winter Park area, Exp. only. $10/hr. Must
give 1 YR, commitment. Contact
407-925-5218 or swimpark@aol.com.

NOW HIRING
CAMPUS MANAGERS
Ready for the UReps challenge? UReps
is looking for the most outgoing,
enthusiastic leaders for our Campus
Manager position for the fall, 2005
semester! Work 10 hours per week, gain
valuable business experience, and earn
while you build your resume, $100
weekly salary plus bonuses. To learn
more, and apply, visit www,UReps.com.

HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and intelligent Good communication
and computer skills, Fun place to work,
401 k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline,com

Entry level position w/ established
Mortgage Co, Hiring loan originators
full/part-time, Sales/customer service
exp, preferred, Leads provided, great $$
potential. Fax resume 407-826-0451

HELP WANTED FT/PT Flex Hrs.
Will work around school schedule. Must
be fun, honest & responsible for unique
store @ Universal's City Walk. Will train.
Call(407) 903-1633 11AM - 9PM

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!

GET HIRED TODAY!

$200/wk, College Age Counselor
Wanted. FFGC Wekiva Youth Camp, We
are a Camp for Boys and Girls ages
8-14, Air Room & Board included.
Contact mj,meherg@worldnet.att.net
Financial Services Wholesaler in Oviedo
seeks PT/FT office assistant. Must have
good telephone skills. Prefer
accounting/finance coursework or
experience. 407-706-0341

SECRET SHOPPERS
Needed for evaluations of
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required
Call 1-800 585-9024 ext 6339
Weekend Helper Needed
To work with twin 5-year-old boys. Must
have experien'ce with children.
Call 407-599-7127
Veterinary Kennel Ward Attendant PT
A high-quality veterinary hospital in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, pet oriented ward
attendant. Training provided. Please·
contact Isabel at 407-447-9444.
2-3 FEMALE SOCCER PLAYERS
NEEDED ASAP FOR COMPETITIVE
CO-ED WINTER PARK LEAGUE,
PLEASE CALL LIA@ 407-579-7590.
WORK IN CANCUN
NOW HIRING
SUMMER STAFF
SALES REPS
877-725-0705
EXT. 903

$8.00 - $15.00/Hr.
BEST PART-TIME
~~-OB IN ORLANDO
(

Weekly Payche,eksPaid Training
Flexible Schedules
AM & PM hours available
Two Locations

SUMMER POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE ,
The City of Winter Garden Rec, Dept. is
now accepting applications for Summer'"'
Staff, Positions include Day Camp
Counselors, Day C9mp Director, Art
Instructor, Swim Instructors, and
Lifeguards, Please pick up an applicatioii •1
at City Hall (251 W. Plant St), at the • ; 1
Recreation Office (1 Surprise Dr.) or at:
f
http://www.cwgdn.com
For more info, please call 407-656-4155
EARN MONEY AND HAVE FUNI! .,
SUMMER CAMP JOBS AVAILABLE ;
~
Northeast, USA Athletic/Creative •
counselors/coaches needed. Sports, - 1,
Water, Art, Archery, Fencing, Ropes, · 11
Camping; 800-443-6428: apply on-line · ,,
www.summercampemployment.com
t

Swim Instructor
Positions Available for City of Kissimmee
award winning Aquatic Center, P!T
position responsible· for teaching swim
classes to children. Weekends off,
$12/hr American Red Cross WSI
required, Call 407-870-POOL or visit
www.kissimmeeparksandrec.com,
RECEPTIONIST PT/FT
A high-quality veterinary hospital in
. East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, people-oriented
receptionist. Salary commensurate
with experience; we also offer
excellent benefits. Please contact
Isabel at 407-447-9444.

e,

Movie Extras/Models Needed!!
Young· Faces Needed to Fill a Variety of,
Jobs! Candidates Needed for Crowd and
Background Scenes for local
productions. No experience required!! all
looks needed!! up to $22 hourly!! Call · 1-800-280-0177 now for more info
UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX THEATRES ,
PT/FT service staff pas, avail,
Previous retail exp. pref. Flex. work
schedule, Competitive salary and
benefits package. Must have superior
cash handling and customer service
skills. (i.e. Snack bar or cafe sales,
Ticket sales and usher,) Depending on
status, benefits may include Universal
park admission, free movies, sat.es
commission, vacation, 401 K, tuition
reimbursement and more. Inquire after 6
P,M . at Theatre: 6000 Universal Blvd. At
Universal Studios City Walk or call
407-354-3374 to speak with a Manager.
Internet inquiries should be directed to
(latlceuniv@aol.com) E,0 .E,
UNFAIR PAY?
PDS is paying self-motivated reps to find
people with hurricane damage. Up to $20
a person you can document.
CALL FOR DETAILS 407-812-1887
J,J

Orlando 407-243-9400
Winter Park 407-673-9700

Help Wanted P!T
3 Afternoons and Saturdays,
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred,
Call 407-366-4585
Animal lover n·e eded to demonstrate
premium pet food on weekends.
Must be neat, sales driven, and have
reliable transportation. 4 hrs/day, $11/hr. Leave message,
800-939·7387 ext. 330.
PT overnight babysitter for school age .
1
children. 5.30pm -7:30am, Days
flexible, Oviedo area, Elem. Ed, I - 11
Child Dev. student preferred. Contact
407-971-9942 or coopncar@hotmail.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-•

Curves, the world's largest fitness
organization for women is seeking
energetic, sales oriented, reliable •
individuals to join our team. CPR • "
certification required. Sales
experience preferred. Send resume
to 10800.0@curvesmail.com or fax to
407-971-3772. Located near UCF!

Schobt is altnost out: so· get ready for a summer
you won't: forget! The Walt Disney World®
Resor~ is now hiring for su
mer and
1
part-time positions. You ll create magic for
Guests from around the world while receiving
Theme Park admission and discounts at select
merchandise, dining? and recrea-cion locations.
Qualified candldat:es 1nay receive a job offer .
· r:he satn~ day!
Call the Walt Disney World® Jobline
at: 407-828-1000. Walk-ins are also welcome.

~J
TUTOR WANTED
Tutor needed to work with 5 yr. old *..,
autistic boy. Must have basic applied
behavior analysis knowledge.
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends
available. Weekly training with a
BCBA. Located in Baldwin Park. Call
now 407-599-7127.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.
..,a
_ _ _A_p_p_oi ntm
_e
_n_t~Sette
_r_W
an
-ted
---"-..i
No exp necessary, $1 O/hr + bonus. _
Day and evening shifts avail. Flexible • ;~
hours,,minutes from UCF area.
1 ~l
Great opportunity, new company,
11
Call 407-657-2691 ask for Joel or
fax resume 407-657-8148,
www.wallcoat,com
PT RUNNER
Needed for downtown law firm. Must
have transportatio11. and be reliable. 407-425-0234
Appointment Setters $8 - $10 per hour--'
, plus bonus. Flex, days & hours.
407-736-8395,

1-
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i
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· Babysitter wanted Monday-Friday
afternoons (3 :00-5:30) and school breaks
for 2 children ages 5 and 7, starting
August, 2005. Driving required.
Call 407-341-8325.

•

LAB ASSISTANT
Part-time position maintaining supplies
and equipment in bio-labs. Individual
pursuing science degree preferred.
Research Parkway, up to $1O/hour.
Contact: dmoe@vaxdesign.com

FREE RENT·
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

TELEM A RKETING SALES
Easy energy and gas prog rams.
Hourly plus commission. 5 miles
from campus. Mon-Fr i, 9-4:30 shift.
Sat optional, 10-3. 407-618-3000 .

Warehouse/Sab Shop needs dependable
motivated person from hrs 8-5, Mon-Fri.
for pipe supply company in Oviedo. Will
· train. Some heavy lifting. Good DL for
local deliveries. Call 407-366-4502
O utback Steakhouse on Red Bug and
Tuskawilla Rd. Now Hiring for cooks,
dishwashers, busboys, hostess, and exp.
servers only. Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m
or Call for appt. 407-699 -0900.
INS IDE ADVERTISING SALES
Highly motivated in,side sales rep needed.
Bus . to bus. sales only. M-F, 9-5.
Hourly plus comm. 436/Lake Underhill.
Fax resume to Academy Publishing
407-736-0111 .

BUSINESS
., ~175 ~
OPPORTUNITIES
POTENTIAL TO EARN BIG
Check out
www.newincomestream.coachgenie .com
Contact through website.

•.,.

~FOR RENT:
~Homes

•

•

A shington Park 5 min t o UCF
2 homes. Both 31212 family rm, new
paint, ceiling fans, all appliances
including w/d, built-in microwave,
lawn maintenance. O ne with
hardwood and tile floor, fireplace,
back facing pond - $1275. other
with screen porch facing pond$1 ~00 call 407-568-7608

•

SAVE MONEY: No need to buy gas or a
parking pass when you bike/walk from
l'.JCF to your spacious 3 bed/1.5 bath in
beautiful Bonneville. Garden in your
backyard. $850/mo 386-795-1 561
2 BD/ 2 Full Baths Chancellor's Row
Town Home, End Unit, Assigned Parking,
Tile \hroughout. Washer/Dryer & Water
Included . 2 mi from UCF. Access Pool &
Tennis. Call Steve @407-488-9656.

•

BRAND NEW MADISON PLACE
ESTATE TOWNHOME .
3/2 .5/2 Tuskawilla area. $1550/mo
Gated community, Courtyard, Many
upgrades. See Photos at
Http:/171167. RentClicks .com
Call : 407 -696-4268

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

..

,,

Room available in 4/2 apt in Pegasus
Point. $445/mo. Utilities included.
Lease from August-May. Internet,
furnished, W/D, cable, full kitchen. No
move in fees. Call Anna @ 407-926-2798
Huge 2 Bedroom Apt Available Jun 1st
1400 sq ft, beautiful hardwood floors,
close to downtown near Crystal Lake
exit. Walking distance to two lakes.
$ 1100/mo incl all util, basic cable, w/d.
Call Hayden 321-662-0773.
1 BEDROOM AVAIL ABLE 414 APT.
for sublease may-july or any portion
o f that time. All utilities/wireless
internet incl. 407-595-7554 or
. kristapeckyno@yahoo .com
Pegasus Landing 313
All util incl. Private rm & ba. Lease
runs May through mid-Aug .
Normally $510, pay only $450/mo.
Call Paul at 772-21 5-4207.

~ FOR RENT:

~Roommates
10 MINUT ES TO UCF
2 F roommates wanted. $325/mo
plus 1/4 util. Quiet 4/2 f urnished
house . All house privileges. No pets
and N/S. Lease. Call 407-319-3751.

NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
312.5, $1 500/mo plus util.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.
WATERFORD LAKES No yard work ! Townhouses in
pool~ennis community. $ 1250.
407-760-0768

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1 295.
Call 407-629-6330 o r
wwviORLrent.com t o view ou r
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

.,i

UCF Summerfield 31212 1400 sq. ft.
2955 Talladega $1200.
Sanford- 3/2/1 1100 sq. ft.
950 Crows Bluff $1000.
Altamonte Springs- 3/2/car port, pool
1125 sq. ft. 706 Beverly Ave. $1100.
N'o Pets. (407)234-5665, www.rent6.com

,,.

Available August.
312 duplex in Sherwood Forest
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher.
$900 mo. Call 407-496-0888

UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-in yd. Pets o kl Avail
03/01. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-8 10-7622
4 bd/3 .5 baths Avalon Park Town Home
2 Full Kitchens, 2 Full Laundries, 2 Car
..,. Garage. Granite Countertops, Hardwood
Floors. Walk to town center, across from
Gym and Pool. Call Steve 407-488-9656.

EAST ORLANDO REGAL PARK
Majestic 2-Story-Home
Strictly Professionals Only
6 Bdrms 3&1 /2 Baths
1 Rm=Home Theater. Ams $400 and
up. Big Master $700+Util.
$70. Incl. H.S.lnternet
LEON: 407-334-6658
ATTN: BRAND NEW HOME
Located in Avalon Park, 10 min from ucf,
overlooking three lakes, security system,
fully furnished, students welcome in this
luxury home, Rent $550 all inclusive,
community has private pools,
restaurants, and grocery store . ·
Call 850-291-3183
UCF AREA - Female roommate needed
to share luxury gated apt w/M.
Pool/fitness rm, own bath. No pets, no
drugs. I have 2 cats. $550 incls elec &
water. Contact Austin, 321-695-9898
Rooms· for Rent in E. Orlando Home
Couples welcome. 2/1 ba avail. $450/mo
per person. incl util. Located near UCF
No lease.1st and last month plus $ 100
deposit.Leave a message 407-232-1802.
2 rooms in big house 5min from ucf.
Pool, Big yard ., Patio w/pool table and
Bar,! Remodeled, MUST SEEi Includes
all utilities! Call: 321-662-151 5
UCF area - 1O mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo. including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 407-243-2630.

Rent A Room in 3/2 House
Fully Furnished room for $425/mo.
Incl utilities (dig. cable, water, elec, W/D)
Lg. backyard, security sys, big screen TV
1o min from UCF/Female Pref
Call 407-275-0320 or 954-558-0884
$450/mo. 2 bdrms avail, cable, w/d, deck
w/grill, util incl, 4/2 home, 1O min - UCF,
Bi-wkly maid, furnished, large home
Rent-Semester (yrly- w/discount) call
Mike@ 941 :812-5120 or 941 -795-3008.
Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated p ool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561·212-6291.
Waterford Lakes/UCF House
Fu rn rm, private b a. Many
amenities. $525/mo Incl util, w/d,
house privileges. No lease. Only 1
other person In house.
Call 321-695-6111.
2-4 Female Roommates. 4/2 Home in
quiet' neighborhood, 1 mi. from UCF
entrance. Fully furnished except bdrms.
$425-550/mo. includes utils, W/D, DSL,
Cable & phone. No lease reqd.
407-830-8775

Two rooms now available!
4/2 Large quiet co-ed house in a nice
neighborhood. 1 mile from UCF. $400/mo
w/high speed Internet, premium c;;ible,
W/D, all utils incl.Call Amy 407-739-9434

3 Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms.
Brand NewTownhouse in a gated
community. Bright, spacious,
1700sq ft. All new appliances,
huge closets, 1 car garage.
Monthly Rent: $1500 plus utilities

..

Female N/S roommate for·2/2 apt.
$515/ mo. Includes cable, electric,
internet, and W/D. Available in Aug.
Call Heather@ 850-624-8439

LOOK
1 bdrm avail. i n a large house close
t o UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
WID, full kitchen. $350/mo. +
split util. Call 407-641-4205.

Available: -ASAP

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE

For more information, call Belinda

312 home, 10 mins from campus.

(561) 445-3482

Tiled floors in great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 utll. 407-521-5563

2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mo.
Fully Furnished!
Call Ana @ 407-28 1-3708.
Available May 2005
1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4
$495/mo incl all util. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable .
1st month free, lease begins Aug 1st.
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 o r
631 -965-1714.
(

2 Female Roommates Needed ASAP
$430/mo incl all util, water, W/D. $300
deposit returned one.a lease expires.
Brand new house, 10 mins from UCF.
Must be clean. Call Lima 407-341 -2416.

Two Females Looking for Roommate
3/2 in Valencia Lane new apartment
$330/month + 1/3 utilities
Close to UCF and VCC
Move in mid-June (407)247-8514

Tutor wanted urgently
for BSC 2011.
3 times per week.
ASAP. $1 O/hr.
Call .Zeth @ 40( -489-2037

f

1/ 4 mile f rom UCF
3/2 furnished home. W/D
DSL. M/F n/s 23+. Relaxed,
clean, quiet. Utils . Incl.
$400 (lg-term discount)
call 407-971-6748 Iv msg

3/2 House 5 Min. away from UCF
N/S F. Roommate wanted who is
clean, Quiet, Prof 23-32, No Pets
$450/mo includes utilities + cable
Call Ann 407-657-1976 leave msg

Graphic designer-PT, Longwood, Web
Project. Applicant should have exp. in
Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, html. Email resume to tracyc@consolidatedlabel.com or call 407-339-2626

!<

Roommate wanted, 212 condo in
Aloma/436 area, $390/Flrstllast,
mature M o r F, clean, no pets
321-663-0882, avallable now!

Single female graduate student needing
a place to stay temporarily in the fall for
August to October while studying for
physical therapy state board exams.
Clean, neat, and quiet. Willing to pay
between $300-$400 for rent and utilities.
Please call 407-36212925 or
904-568-1734.
3/2 house behind UCF large master
bedroom and private bath, satellite Tv ,
high speed internet available. $500/mo,
utilities included available immediately
call 407-729-9846
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UfFnews.com !

AWESOM E DEAL!
8 mins from UCF, 312 in very nice
house. $400/mo, all utilities and
cable included. Avail immediately.
Rooms are partially furnished.
Call Denise at 407-491-6269
Roommate wanted to share 2/2 with
student located in Knights Landing. 1 mi
from campus. Cable, dsl, & utilities
included. 407-925-1114
***2 ROOMS AVA IL IN 412 HOME***
5 mins from UCF. $350/mo incl
water & electric. Clean & fully
furnished.
·
Contact John at 904-669-2640.
Clean and quiet 3/2 house 5 mins to UCFI
Large kitchen, living room, dining room,
big screen TV, backyard. 1 semester
lease available. No pets/smoking. $475 +
1/2 utilities. Call Kellen at (407) 928-2129.
1 room Avail. in 4/2 .5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room ,
· kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mp. Call Jen 561-351 -8906
Roommate wanted for May for 2/2
apartment. One roommate needed.
Female, Rent $400/mo.
Call Denise @407-375-1862
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces p reserve .
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec . sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students . $500/mo. all utll.
Incl. 954-816-3127

Month of May Free!
Master bd. in Regency Park behind UCF.
Available May 12- July 3 1 for $350/mo.
Awesome deal!
Call Jessica@407-383-1285

Village at A lafaya Club
Room avail In 313. $500/mo Incl all
utll, w/d, fully furn. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511
Amazin9 Deal
1/2 Off first months rent. 1/1
available In a 414 apt. In Boardwalk.
Everything included. 3 nice girls. No
move In fee. $490/mo but wllllng to
negotiate call Camila: 727-743-3610
Sublease in Heather Glen in 2/2. ·
May-July. May rent free. $41 Olmo.
A rt student roommate . Call
850-509-94 11 or 239-823-0526

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Buildlng over pool
In Pegasus connection
A ll util included. Available in May.
Call 386-295-2506
TAKING SUMMER CLASSES?
Single bedroom avail @ CVI, May 1st August. Unlimited meals. Incl util, cable
tv, and internet. FO R MORE INFO
. CONTACT MATT: 904-669-0848.
Summer sublease avail. in Collegiate
Village Inn. 1 bed avail. in room. All util.
and meal plan incl. Ideal for
UCFNCC/Full Sail student. $1400 value
offered at $1100. Call Rinaldo at
'(407) 781-3768 or (405) 623-8599.
SUMMER SUBLEASE
Looking for female roommate for May
until Aug 1st. Bdrm avail in house
located off Dean Rd. and 408.
Call Chris@ 321-230-7173.
Male apt. avail. May 1st -Aug. Huge pool,
Game rm., Movie theatre, Gym,
Computer lab, and Free shuttle to ucf.
4/4, great room mates.Only $465/mo.
Utils and high speed int. incl. No move in
fees. Sign up today. Pegasus
Connection Call Joey @ 239-225-5388
FIRST TWO MONTH RENTS FREEll
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/4.
Includes carport. 407-234-1 324
$ G ET THE POINTE $
Prices have risen here at Pegasus
Pointe to $470/mo. However, I tiave the
same unit available for only $455/mo.
This is a 4/2 apartment and the price
includes all utilities and is offered to
either males or females. Don't be stuck
paying for more than you have to.
Contact Ginny @ 954-907-4970.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE at

SUMMER SUBLEASE!! ! PEGASUS
LANDING! READY FOR MID MAY
MOVE-IN TO THROUGH JULY
1 bd/1 ba in 4/4. $450/mo ·incl all util,
w/d , cable w/ HBO, ethernet, shuttle and
trash service, fully furn. Great Clean .
Roommates! Call Shy@ 407-497-5018.

Room Avail In Pegasus Landing 4/4
Fully furnished. Lease Aug '05-July . '06.
M or F. Private bd & BA. Cable, internet,
util incl. No move-in fees. Earlier
move-in can be arranged.
Call Kevin @ 352-406-2824.

: · "Ccic)kiriQ 'tor·ai:i•acel ei Tivelortiie ·"'!

.I

summer? Perfect rm. to rent for
' .I
the summer. Huge furnished rm,
walk iri closet, personal b a.,
Ethernet, W/D. cable w/HBO, full
utilities, great roommates, and full
kitchen (including dishwasher).
Clubhouse Includes mail-center,
full gym, beautiful pool, and
comfortable lounge. Gated
comi;nunity, provides shuttle t o
campus, personal trash pickup. It 's
a Beautiful Place ...s o come check It •
out! Asking only $500/mo. ($25
I
less than cost of room). If
j
interested call (321 )689-9984, ask j
for Rob. Serious Inquiries only.
.
L.
• ..I
Village at Science Drive
Male sublet needed for: 1 bd/1 BA in a
4/4 available ASA P Fully furnished
apartment includes washer and dryer
$520/month/OBO includes utilities, cable
w/3 HBO's, Ethernet. April Rent paid forl
Perfect for summer months!
Call 407-353-8949
Pegasus Connection Summer Sublease
Master bdrm in 4/4 avail May 1st for M.
Fully furnished. Rent incl util.
Call 407-489-2037

Summer Sublease Pegasus Connection
May 1-July 31. 1bd 1ba in 414.
$450/mo obo. Fully furnished
includes utilities. Pool, tennis courts
gym and free shuttle t o UCF.
Call Rich at 850-525-0250
Sublease in a 2/2 at Pegasus Landing !
$560/mo incl utilities -W/D, cable, internet
3rd fir w/ view. June-July 31. Perfect for
summer session. . Renewal avail for .
guaranteed housing. Negotiable terms.
Contact David@ 813-391-31 37
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Q uiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEES!!!
Call 321 -604:9029
1 Rm & 1 Ba Avail in Jefferson Lofts
Summer sublease in two-story 4/4, Aug
already paid. Rent incl all util and
ethernet. Willing to negotiate. 1 mos. free.Avail. ASAP. Call 561-379-4850.
Summer Sublease. 1 bd in Jefferson
Commons/Pegasus Connection.
Rent negotiable. Starting May 1.
Female only. Utilities included in
rent. 850-206-591 5
Pegasus Pointe room for s ublease In
2121 Everything included, fully
furnished, NO MOVE-IN FEES. Next to
shuttle stop, pool, volleyball, and
basketball courts. $545/mo.
Call 954-914·3950.
***FREE RENT FO R APRIL***
B d & ba avail for F In Pegasus
L anding 414. Discounted rent,
$470/mo incl all util, ethernet, w/d,
s huttle. Great roommates. Lease tll
end of July. Call 352· 585·3164.
**$100 Off First Mo. Rent - No Fees••
1 room avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4.
$495/mo incl all util. Starts Aug 1st.
Building next to bus stop and club house.
561-676-2465 or irenegwen@yahoo.com

$1 00 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees
Female for 2/2 @ Pegasus Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $580 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d ,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate ,
Call Sarah @ 407-620-7623
0

Urgent!! Take over sublease with current
(ant. No extra fee, at Pegasus Landing .
1/1 all utilities included, Free shuttle to
UCF, Fully furnished. Call anytime
a.s.a .p Marina @ 941-447-6560

PEGA SUS CONNECTION
Female apt. avail. beg . summer
term. 414. 3rd fir, great location.
Utll and .Int. Incl. W/D, $505/mo.
Savlngs :$200 off 1st m o. rent . Call
407-352-2681
Pegasus Pointe Room
B d & b a avail In 212. $575/mo Incl
all utll, ethe'rnet, w/d, and shuttle.
Po.ol, basketball, and tennis courts.
Call Jim @ 407-365-7293
JUST WHAT U NEED!
Sublease from May to August
$605/m included: Fully Furnished, All
Utilities, Cable, Ethernet, Reserved
Parking space. Own bd and ba.
Get to live w/ one quiet, clean female.
5 mins from UCF
Please contact Ty@ 302-383-3170

ROOM FOR LESS THAN $400

Furnished 4/2.5 townhouse style apt.
Convenient shuttle access. All fees paid.
$400/mo incl all util. Call 727-858-8520
or joeburnsphoto@gmail.com.

M or F needed for bd & ba in 4/3. Disc.
rate of $395/mo v s reg $459. Incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, s_huttle. Fully
furnished . 5 mins to UCF. Av?il in May.
Call 321-230-3065

Bid on a sublease.
Call 866-837-1309
o r vis it www.subleaseauction.com.
No sec dep. Summer lease, May '05A ug '05. $465/mo at .Jefferson L ofts.
Aug Is free. Fully furn, w/d, free
tanning, internet, pool & spa.
Call 321-720-7665.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Costa_
5 Flow out
8 Flow out
14 Seth's son
15 Bite the dust
16 Man of the
press?
17 Pre-election
period
19 Cashless trade
20 Exist
21 Inventory
23 Loses traction
24 Conducts an
experiment
27 Rock throwers
28 Downcast
29 Brit Co.
32 Gov. tax collector
33 Decimal base
34 Bring up
35 Real information
38 Express vocally
39 Bill of "I Spy"
40' Melodramatic
cry
41 Grassy ground
42 Shed tears
43 Pointer
44 Anthropology
focus
45 Arm extensor
49 Brunch choice
52 Florida student
54 Picked
55 Stein filler
56 By mouth
58 Prepare for war
60 Founder of the
Shakers in
America
61 Howl
62 Bawl ,
63 Casualties
64 Pompous sort
65 Food scraps
DOWN
1 Brief summaries
2 Doing the same
old same old
3 Revive
4 Venomous
snake
5 Magazine
staffers
6 Narrow-minded
ones

@ 2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

All rlghte re.eerv.d.

7 Second-string
perch
8 Tease
· 9 Eliminated
10 Champagne
stoppers
11 Names
12 Exploit
13 Makes a faux
pas
18 Fall blooms
22 Writer Ken
25 States of
agitation
26 Summer shade
30 PC key
31 Matter-of-fact
33 Wee lad
34 Philosopher
Josiah
35 Blubber
36 Will Smith
biopic
37 Anchor hoists
38 Type of boom
39 Black Sea
peninsula
41
Antonio

LIVE ON YOU R OWN!
One-bedroom apartment sublease from
4/1 5 to 8/31 in a nice convenient UCF
neighborhood. It includes living,
bedroom, kitchen, and bathroom.
Discounted rent is $460/mo. Contact .
Jackie at zn_lr@hotmail.com or
407-902-6963.
Discounted Rent at Pegasus Landing
Bd & ba avail in any apartment. $495/mo
incl all util, w/d, ethernet, cable, shuttle.
Living & dining rooms, balcony, kitchen.
Call C ristina 772-913-1002 or
cristy44@comcast.net.

MARCH FREE
F sublease, 1BD/1BA in a 4/4 in
Northgate. $400/mo all inclusive.
No move in fees. Avail immediately
Call Sarah @ 321-501-1363

1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection
Old renewal rate only $425/m o obo!
All utll incl, 3rd floor, tennis c t view,
fully furnished. Free shuttle t o UCF.
Beautiful pool. Call Anthony at
'954-461-6939.
Pegasus Landing Female needed .
Room for rent In 4/4 apt. $495/m o.
Cable, electric, water, W/D, free
Internet. Fully furnis hed. Available
now-July 31. Call -561-716-9301

Pegasus Pointe avail. May 1st.
Male needed for 212. Fully furnished.
Great roommate, all incl. $595/mo we
pay $350 transfer fee and $250 off first
month rent. Call Ben @407-340-2793

i st two months free.
Room for rent for male stud~nt at
Pegasus Landing. No move-in expense.
$495/mo. all util. incl. Must assume
existing lease. Call 407-332-0181.
TIVOLI A PTS 1/1 in a 3/3
$400/mi, m or f, call ASAP. •
Renewable lease for fa ll. Cable, highspeed internet, W/D incl.
Call Fabian 407-227-5875
Place your ad in minutes! Call
u s at 407-447-4555 o r e-mail your
ad t o classifieds@UCFnews.com
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50 Straw votes
51 Queen of _
52 Football
score
53 Pisa's river
57 Positive reply
59 Tango team

MUST SELL 1999 ISUZU AMIGO
Ni;w tires', fuel pump, battery, tinted
windows and viper alarm. $4500
407-252-4915
1992 Toyota Corolla LE
$2400, 140K, white, auto .
Good condition. Runs great.
321-948-8700
Hondas from $5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
For Sale: Convertible. 1999 Pontiac
Sunfire, 2 door, white exterior, 5 speed
transmission, new battery, 50K.
$6185.00 (407)977-1367, (407)929-5934
. or menards@mailaka.net
18 inch Chrome Rims and Tires in
perfect condition. Asking $800 obo.
Call 863-397-0550 or 407-421-3790

FOR SALE:
[mi1
~Homes
WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM
Dedicated t o UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification.
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First

FREE RENT FOR MAY

UCF Area Apartment Available

LOOKING FO.R A BARGAIN?

U(-H\aia

Rm avail in Northgate 4/2. May to midAugust. $400/mo, fully furnished,' incl
util , w/d, ethernet, and free shuttle.
Call Renae at 321-271-4081 or
407-971-9250.

Room for Sum. Sublease w/option to
extend in 3/2 w/screen porch, garage, 5
min . drive from UCF in Summerfield off
Lake Pickett, $400/month incl. Utils,
internet, digital cable 407-595-3731.

Room avail in 2/2. All util included,
w/d/, furn. Rent negotiable, ready May.
Call Kim @ 786-423-1913

-

UCF AREA APARTMENT
Bdrm and private ba avail In
Boardwalk 4/4. $490/mo Incl all
utll, fully furnished, cable,
ethernet . Available in May.
Call Frances @ 407-325-3031 o r
francy 104@aol.com.

Pegasus Co'n nectlon. Sublease for
. summer. $505/mo. Includes
utilities, Internet, no move In fees.
Call Allison @ 850-586-9460

Pegasus Landing Summer Sublease
F. needed for 1/ 1 in a 4/4.
All utilities included. Great Amenities.
Shuttle service. Close to Campusl
Move in May- No Fees! $400/mo
Contact Erica: (239)691-0185
Please leave msg.

(ential J loriba 1uture

I

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM********
$101 Computers, TVsl
Police Seized! From $10
For info call 1-800-749-8128 ext M383

Tired of not befng able to find anything,
but don't know where to start? I offer free
consultations to organize your home,
office, and all other messy needsl I also
offer do-it-yourself instructions! So call
Monica@ 407-313-9415 or e-mail me@
Monicabon05@yahoo.com and let me
help you get on the clean and organized
path I
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and writing needs.
Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
Test Prep site for social work exam.Multiple choice, case study, simulation,
content material.' Free practice exam
online 24/7!
www.SocialWorkExam.com4

FURNIT URE FOR SALE ,
Glass oval coffee table & glass
round end table. $100 obo.
Call Danny 407-443-9003.
. LAPTOP FOR SALE
Dell lnspiron 8200. 2 years old,
very good condition. Price negotiable.
Contact Julianne @ 91 4-960-1708.
One diamond chip tennis bracelet
(appraisal $ 150); One emerald tennis
bracelet 14K (appraisal - $750); and
tickets to College of Arts and Sciences
Spring graduation. Best offer for any. Act
now! feminist@gmail.com
WATERBED FOR SALE!
5 piece set, $500 OBO, Genuine i:iine
wood. For more info:
Call Tori @407-716-4162
FURNITURE SALE
TABLE/2 CHAIRS , $100-Natural finish.
Chairs covered .w/canvas fabric. TV
STAND, $100 (OB0)-3w x 26h x 23d.
Black w/2 glass doors. QUEEN
PILLOWTOP
BED/BOXSPRING/FRAME, $550 (OB0)-2 yr old, Beautyrest. Perfect condition;
PRELIT C HRISTMAS
TREE/STAND/SKIRT/ORNAMENTS,
50.00-7 1/2 x 42. Contact: Loren,
407-234-9707, lorenewles@ hotmail.com
Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices:
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Available! 9909 E. colonial
corner of colonial and dean
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pT
Sun. 11-4pm

'

Jump start your job search herell
www.college-resumes .com

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours o f your .group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraislng
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in , ,
earnings for your group. Call TODAY ~
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser w ith
,
CampusFundraiser.
·' ~
·~ft'
Contact CampusFund,r,aiser,
(888) 923-3238 o r visit
..#,~
www.campusfundraiser.com
.._,~
Come out and meet author, David .
Williams at the UCF book store on April:i ,
20th from 12-2pm for a reading and ' "
signing of his debut release, ··My Lover '..'
My Brother My Daddy's Son".
· ~··
. ·./
'. ~
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Fresh Pork Country Style
Spare Ribs

¢

~I
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. •
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lb.

li'll 24
. 8

Breyers Ice Crea.m.
Select varieties,
Umit 2

Fresh Seedless Watermelon

ea.

tcH

.

Boneless Skinless Chicken Breasts

98

¢

ea.

ea.

Fresh

Aim
Toothpaste

Golc(en Ripe

Bananas

6 or.. Select Varieties.
Umltl

.6 8'
.

Powerade

32oz..
$elect Varietfa,

UmfU

ea.

Blue Bonnet.

Fresh Express Salad
.~...
~

Margarine
lilt.~

IJmiU

Boneless Beef
Rump Roast

r~J98

Rt

Prlngles

¢

5.75-60J:..,

UmiU

Fresh Pork
PitnkRoast

Chips Ahoy!

Cookie
14.S..16 OJ.. Umlt 3

lb.

Western Select

Oscar Mayer-

Bacon

Lunchabf~s

Ends & Pie<e$.
:s lb.~ Omit 1

10.S!-11.45 oi,,

8

Stied VarietifS, Umtt 2

ea.

w • u rsave oods.com
Store hours fiAM to 11 PM

ea.

Donn

7_¢
ea.

Oscar Mayer Shaved
Meat

tLundi
o:i~ Select varieties,
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Stephen Chow down on terrific
parody Kung Fu Hustle .
Get your One Act
together a~ UCF _
-PAGE 2

Your very own .
Chemical Romance· ~PAGE-

5

Fun with record ·
store managers!
-PAGE 13 -
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:· I(zssing Scene among
favorites this weekend
TIFFANY FORD

·E

.: indie Editor

on earth.
·.-The Harold is a form of improvisati6n
based on the techniques of Del Close,
.founding member of the Second City Theatre.· The Trips, by Dustin Robert Blakeman,
is a mob comedy in which three men sit
impatiently in a roorri; waiting to end .a
stranger's life.

xperiinental tp.eatre is hard to come
.bY, especially in .Orlando's Disneydriven family environment. But
_
_
_
UCF Conservatory Theatre students have Night2:
Gorgeous Raptors is alengthy one-act in
found a way to present their own experimental showcase in the form of a one act - which author Lucy Ali.bar-Harrison depicts
the evolution of the- lasf remaining Raptor ·
festival
The One Act Festival (OAF) was·creat- Girls, a group of female adolescents who
ed by Projeet: Spotlight, a student prpdtic'." can be Identified by their inc;lependence. ·
Mischief Maker$, by Lowell Swartzell,
tion o~tion at UCF that concentrates
on helping artists feed their own needs for · presents three tricksters from different folk
practice and creativity. With support from tales of different cultures. Each character
· · the UCF Con5ervatory Theatre, the One tries to prove why she is the best trickst~T.
Act Festival is produced, managed, directKissing Scene, by Carl Martin, follows
ed, performed and controlled by theater · two acting students who are at odds with students. This is a great opportunity to sup- one another, as they are forced to rehearse
port your fellow students as tlJ.ey try to a kissing scene.
grow, and learn more about their art form.
"This is guerrilla theatre at its best," said Night3: .
· Storybook' Breakup, by UCF student
Roberta Sloan, department chairwoman of
the UCF Conservatory Theatre. ''They [the Omar de la Rosa, is the classic story of aguY,
students involved in the festival] will take a girL a breakup ana a giant talklng book
Credo, · by Craig Lucas, follows a
the skills that evolve from this experience
and realize that good theatre cah happen ·woman's journey to self-acceptance. The
anywhere, anytime ... and they can be the main character defines h~r beliefs through
ones tumake it happen."
a very con:lical but sad story about where
Last semester's OAF was raved about; life has left her.
and this semester it is predicted to be an
The Harold will be performed a second
even bigger success. In additi9n to six one- time, since each performance is sure to be
acts, there is an improv that will perforined a very different show. ·
twice and an orig4ial play written by a UCF
student The lineup includes: ·
The One Act Festival is opening at 7
p.m. tonight hi the UCF Theatre black box
Night1:
_
_
(Stage Two), and is playing through Satur- The Wzse Men of Chelm, by Sandra day. There will be suggested c;ionatioils at
Fenichel Asher, is based on Jewish folklore the door, and tickets are first come first
about a village wh.ere all of the inhabitants ser\re. So come see UCF's only studel).tare fools who think themselves the wisest run festival!

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Futuro, the free:inde£endent campus newspaper ofi:he University of Central
Florida Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only'and not
necesSarily those of the editorial stall All content is property of the indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennission from the p_ublisher
EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x2l4 indie@UCFnews.com
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 sales@UCFnews.com .
FAX:407-447-4556
Co-EmroRS: Brandon Hardin, John Thomason
STAFF WRITERS: Joe Anderson, Brett Bonowicz, Chris Bowers,
Elizabeth Fernandez, Mike Ferraro, Matt Hedgecock, Michael
Lawrence, Sharon Pare, Robbie Raborn, Emily Jane Scott,
Christopher Schwarz, Ricky Surillo, Ivan Velez, Dianna Zisman
, COPY EDITOR: Charlie Benton, Jamison Taffe!
PRoDucnoN: Ben Henderson, Jerrod Rockhill
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To the relief of at least one person,
the Ramblings section is back for this
issue after being smothered in extra .
movie content last week.
We even managed to fit in a Real
Life for Real this week. It's a Christmas miracle! Though it comes at a
price. No love columns. We hope
they'll make a reappearance next
week, space permitting.
· ·
Only one CD review this week,
and it's Garbage. Not the review. The

bartd. We also have two band interviews with bands performing this
week. One is My Chemical Romance
and the other is Steven Kellogg and
the Sixers.
·
As for movies, you're looking at
the kickass Kung Fu Htistle, the ·
homemade Tamation, the flat Fever
Pitch~ the dreadful House ofD, the tolerable Apres Vous and the maghificent MurderbUll.
~ BRANDON HARDIN
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SHOWS

407-246-1419

Room 90, Amnesty, Invisible Ink, Nunez,
MoumingYesterday, Priapism,
Unconscious Regret, Vascular Symphony

King Diamond, The Black Dahlia Murder,
Nile, Behemoth (metal}

(rock}
April 14,8p.m.,$12-$18
The Club at Firestone
578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872-0066

Tiger Anny, The Unseen, Lost City Angels
(punk}
April 14, 7 p.m., $9.99-$12
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Matt Mackelcan, Chris McCarty Band,
Stephen Kellog and the Sixers (rock}
April 14, 9 p.m., $7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Fall to June, Rabbits with Glasses, Kissing
Kanna (rock} ·
April 14, 9 p.m., $5-$7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Christopher Williams Band (rock}
April 14, 7:30 p.m., $2
Hard Rock Live at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Casiopeia (electronic}
April 14, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Good Golly Miss Molly Hatch It ijazz}
April 15, 9 p.m., free
Blackfin Seafood Restaurant
460 N. Orlando Ave.
407-691-4653

Megaphone, Rev 7, Wreck of the Week
(rock}

April 15, 7 p.m., $25-$30 ·
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side ·
407-934-2583

Silent Earth, Pulse Nein, Snafu, Smilin'
· McGees, Whaystation, 5th Avenue Onlys,
Echo Thieves, Rival Heroes (rock}
April 15,8 p.m., $12-$18
The Club at Firestone
578 N.Orange Ave.
. 407-872-0066

Ambiense, Ludd Fly, Seven Blue Skies,
3rd Limb, The Goldminers, Disypha (rock}
April 16, 8 p.m., $12-$18
The Club at Firestone
578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872-0066

Fallout Boy, Silverstein, The Academy
Is ••• , Gym Class Heroes, Paramore (punk)
April 16, 7 p.m., $15-$17
House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Tsunami Bomb, The F-Ups, Damone
(punk}
April 16, 5 p.m., $10-$12
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

OK Go (indie}
April 16, 9 p.m., $10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Fallen from the Sky, Summerlin (rock}
April 16, 6 p.m., $5
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Green Day, My Chemical Romance (punk}

COLIN QUINN
Those of you who like to track the progress
of ex-cast members of Saturday ~ightlive (and
don't think.we don't know who you are) will
want to head down to the Orlando Im prov
tomorrow through Saturday to catch Colin
Quinn in all of his Bronx-accented glory.
Quinn, who is most famous as one of SNL's
"Weekend Update" anchors, is back on the
stand-up circuit after his most recent show,
Tough Crowd with Colin Quinn, was put on
"indefinite hiatus" by Comedy Central. Though,
to be fair, it was a better comedic panel
discussion than Fox and Friends.
However, there was some consolation
when he was picked as the 56th greatest
stand-up comedian ever by Comedy Central
(take that, Gallagher!).
Not to mention that pretty much everyone
recognizes he was a better"Weekend Update"
host than Jimmy Fallon. How the hell did that
moron end up in movies?
DIZZEE RASCAL
The British-are coming! The British are
coming!
But there is no need to arm yourself or
alert the neighbors, because this could be the
best thing to come across the pond in years:
Dizzee Rascal. Rascal has been a hit with both
fans of indie rock and garage hip-hap for the
past few years and has been gaining
widespread notoriety with the release of his
two most recent full-length albums,Showtime
and Boy in Da Comer. Rascal brings his unique
style of hip-hop that is equal parts noise and
style to the Social on Monday.

Riotduck, The Skeeterz, Frogwater (rock)
April 17,8 p.m., free-$6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

April 17, 6 p.m., $7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Kid Kadian (electronic}

Bamboo Kids, Derek Lyn Plastic, Bradleo
and the Heartstoppers (rock}

April 15,8 p.m., free
Austin Coffee & Film
929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

April 16, 9 p.m., $7
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Zakk Wylde's Black Label Society,
Meldrum (rod<}

Iron Cross (metal}

Bleeding Inc., Dopamean, Whisper
Dying, PSG, Sickroom (metal}

April 15, 9 p.m., $5
Orlando Island Oasis
2716 N.Forsyth Rd.
407-657-6047

lndorphine, Stillkept, PSG, Asphalt, lgnid
(metal}
April 15, 7 p.m., $10
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Mystik NRG, Big Ten-4 (various}
April 15, 5 p.m., free-$5
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

Murphy's Law (rock}
April 15, 10 p.m., free
Kitty O'Shea's
8470 Palm Pkwy.
407-238-9769

The Kills (indie}
April 15, 9 p.m., $12-$14
The Social,54 N. Orange Ave.

April 16, 9 p.m., $5
Orlando Island Oasis
2716 N.Forsyth Road
407-657-6047

Derek Lyn Plastic, The Hex Tremors (rock}

. April 17,6:30 p.m.,$19.50-$21
House ofBlues ·
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583
.

Dizzee Rascal (electronic/hip-hop}
April 18, 9 p.m., $15
. The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Mustard Plug, Dan Potthast,
Supervillains, The Corks (punk}

April 17, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

April 20,6 p.m., $10-$12
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Vehemence, Crematorium, Red Death,
Neomortem (metal}

Mudvayne, Life of Agony, American Head
Charge, Blood Simple (metal}

"Fine Glass Smokiog Accessories" .

• Phat Pyrex Pipes
·Wood Pipes
• Metal Pipes
• Sher1ocks/Bubbler5 ~--

·"Detoxify"Geaners
·Scales
•Hookahs
"·Water Pipes

\

~

.

' ~/

"--

~,,.,,'

•Hand Blown Glass
·Ceramics/Acrylics
•Incense/Pipe Geaner
·Body Jewelry

543 S. Semoran Blvd; Winter Park· 407-679-8365
10% Discount with Student ID
Must be 18 to enter, ID required

SOUP OR
APPETIZER
& ENTREE

SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:

CHOICE OF ONE:

Wonton Soup

Soft Shell Crab

(stuffed with chicken and shrimp)

Golden brmon soft sheli crab bedded on
angel hair noodle served with Thai Pana11g

or

c11rry cream sauce

Chicken Spring Roll

or

or
Small Mixed Salad

Salmon ·

(topped with house vinaigrette dressing)

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

407-382-8201

Golden brown Salnwnflsh flkt served
with Pineapple salsa sauce

or

Singba Chicken silver Noodle
Stir-fried chicken, l!Jfll, silver noodle,
and mix vegetable with ltght soy sauce

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT
- Scott Joseph; Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003

~and

Race Book

THE RACE BOOKCEN1111 FlQRIDA'S PREMIER
SIMUICAST FAClllH - OPEN DAllY &NIGHTIY YEAR ROUND!
~

...

LIVE JAl-1111 SEASON
ENDED MARCH 31ST Will RETURN,NEXT '81NTERI
College Students ~lways Free'
(With Val~d I.D.)

April 17, 5 p.m., $10
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

April 20, 6 p.m., $25
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Platground Heroes, Insufficient
Numbers, Green Goblyn Project, The
Corks (punk}

Agnostic Front, Martyr A.O., Love is Red,
All Shall Perish (hard rock}

April 17, 7 p.m., $5
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

·,

,

-

Inkwell, Jason ·Choi and the Sea,
lnpassing (rock}

April 16, 8 p.m., $35
TD Waterhouse Centre
600 W. Amelia St.
407-849-2020

April 15, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

·

"

April 20, 6 p.m., $15
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

HWY 17·92 & 436 C~ll (40!') 3~9·6221

www.ortandoJa1a1a1.com

I
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of April 2-9
1. Hot Hot Heat

Band's gree,n ·days finally here

· Elevator

2.Beck
Guero

3.Mae
Everglow

4.lnkwell
Chaos Reveals Rhyme

S. Reel Big Fish

.

We're Not Happy 'Iii You're Not Happy

6. Faith Evans ·
First lady

7. Jack Johnson
In Between Dreams

8.Copeland
In Motion

9.John Butler Trio
Sunrise Over Sea

10. Mars Volta

Fr~nces the Mute

11.112
Pleasure and Pain

12. Beanie Sigel
B.Coming

13. Iron & Wine
Our Endless Numbered Days
14.Junius
Forcing Out the Silence

1s. Prefuse 73

Surrounded by Silence

16. Decemberists
Picaresque

My Chemical Romance comes to the TD Waterhouse Centre with Green Day on Saturday. And don't worry, they won't suck your blood. They're not really vampires.

17. Gym Class Heroes
Papercut Chronicles

My Chemical Romance
shares thoughts on opening
for Green Day and more

18. Loved Ones
loved Ones

19.Green Day
American Idiot

BRANDON BIELICH

20. Fischerspooner

Staff Writer

Odyssey

· 21. Fantomas
Suspended Animation

22. Crystal Method
Community Service 2

23. Self Against City
Take it How You Want it

24. Aqualung-

.

Strange and Beautiful

25.Amoslee
Amos lee

I

or a band that•continuously promises
fans that they're "not OK," My Chemical Romance sure seems to be doing
just fine. Its album Three Cheers for Sweet
Revenge has gone gold, and songs from that
album continue to climb their way up the
charts.
·
To top it all off, the New Jersey quintet
has earned itself a spot on a nationwide
arena tour with Green Day, an accomplishment most young bands can only dream 0£
While recently wrapping up the Taste of
Chaos Tour, singer Gerard Way took some
time out to answer a ·few questions, and

also cleat up rumors about the band being
vampires.

BB: In a previous interview, you mentioned that a particular comic book
BB: First of all, how is the Taste of Chaos · (Preacher) greatly influenced this record.
Tour going?
How so?
GW: It's going awesome, we are almost
GW: It was a story that I had read as a
done. We have, I think, two or three more teenager when the comic came out in sinshows. We're in California right now, Sacra- gle issues; I then reread during the making
mento. It's been super stress-free and great of the record. And I think that's why it was
and everybody's just been awesome. We've the biggest influence, [because] while malctoured with all of these bands and a lot of ing the record I read the whole story from
them are old friends. So it's just been really cover to cover.
It's just a really great story because it
one of the easiest tours we've ever done. So
much so that we didn't even realize it was deals with a lot of issues such as friendship
almost over. [It's been going by] super fast. and love and death and everything; people
willing to die and kill other people for each
BB: I'm dying to know, where does the other - just a really strong bond is what
band name stem froni?
the story's about. We were going to make a
GW: Me and [my brother, bassist] record about really strong bonds like that,
Mikey, we worked at a Barnes & Noble violent bonds, so it fit in perfectly.
together. It comes from an author named
Irvine Walsh and they referred to his works
PLEASE SEE MCR ON i7 :
as "chemical romance" novels.
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COURTESY 60 CYCLE MEDIA

Stephen Kellogg and the Sixers will b!'ing their own blend of pop-rock·with a hin~ of country from their hometown of Northampton, Mass., to the Social today in the midst of a long, U.S. tour.

Grassroots .efforts aren't just for politicians
. Stephen Kellogg and the.Sbcers tour their way up to a major-label debut,
and ·now bring their blend of pop-rock tinged with country to the Social
·

BRANDON HARDIN
indie Ca-editor

T

hree hundred tour dates. Teri thousand independent albums·sold. That's a lot_ofhar-d work and grassroots effort-for one band But it paid off.
Stephen Kellogg and the Sbcers are coming to the
Social on Thursday in support of therr self-titled, major.:.
label debut.

.

"

BH: I'm having an argument with a friend She says
you're country. I say you're closer to more like pop-rock
with a country influence. How do you see yourselves?
SK: I would agre~ with yo~ I don't think we're coun-

SK: I had been touring quite a bit as a solo act and
going out, and that just wasn't really what I'd dreamt of
doing as a kid. I always envisioned some sort of camaraderie ... Bon Jovi was like, it - a band ofbrothers. I starttry. Country music can be a four-letter word to people. I ed looking around for guys to hang out with ... I'd gone to
just think of us as a rock band You teU your friend you're - UMass with [current bandmates Keith Karlson, bass, and
right. _
Brian Factor, drums] and we kind of ran into orie another
after college and it was a serendipitous occurrence. We
BH: Who are your biggest influences?
really liked each other and the music was kind of sucky,
SK: Probably some blend of '70s rock like the Rolling but we .were buds and really just came together, and the
Stones and the Eagles and Fleetwood Mac and bands like music kind of fooled that ·
that. In a more niodem sense, Counting Crows, Ryan
Adams ... then from a live show standpoint it's more like
·BH: Was rec9rding for a major label pretty much the
Bon Jovi ... putting on a big show.
same thing as recording your indie records? Or was there
We miss '80s hair metal, you know. We're trying to ,pressure to succee.d?
bring it back in our hearts, if not in our music.
SK: Surprisingly very little has changed in Qur world. I
BH: How did the band come together?

PLEASE SEE 'KELLOGG ON
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It's been four years since Garbage last
released an album. Normally in that
amount of time people tend to forget
about a band, unless you happen to be a
die-hard fan who keeps up with its every
move. It also doesn't help if the last album
that a band released turned out to be bad,
even by the band's standards. So then the
band works hard to make its next CD good
and back to its usual "rockin"' sound (or
whatever the case may be). And this is
where Garbage enters back into the frame.
It's 2005, and Garbage comes back in
- full swing sounding as good as it ever did
with its fourth album, Bleed Like Me. If the
title of the. CD doesn't give away the mood
Bleed like Me of the record, the song titles sure will.
Genre: rock Here's a rundown of all the songs to prove
· Label: Geffen the point: "Bad boyfriend," "Run baby
RI
run," "Right between the eyes," "Why do
· e ease date: April 12 you love me?" "Bleed like me," "Metal

•

GARBAGE

MCR like to wear
black suits, but
aren't vamQires
FROM

i5

BB: And I understand you drew
the cover art for Three Cheers for
Sweet Revenge?
GW: Yeah, I went to ait school
in New York, and thafs where I got
art training and I like to apply that
stuff to the album artwork as well.
BB: What prompted you to don
the matching suit-and-tie outfits?
GW: Well, originally it wasn't
matching. I was the only one in the
band that wore a suit And it actually started off as a white shirt;
black suit, black tie tl1ing covered in
stage blood to emulate the guy on
the cover of [Three Cheers]. 1bat's
actually where it stems from; it
stems a lot from the album artwork
and trying to emulate a fictional
character from the story.
From there it kind of evolved to
-the point where we all really just
wanted to look great together and
we just wanted to look sharp and
like a gang. I think it also stems
from the fact that the band grew
closer as individuals, and we started to feel less like a rock band and
more like a gang. So with being in
that gang there was a certain upification that we wanted to display.
BB: Now what's the story

behind people calling you vampires?
GW: I think it stems a lot from
the song ''Vampires Will Never
Hurt You," which is on our first
record. I think people just got a lit""
- tle carried away with that. You
know, rm generally kind of a gothic dude, so I think that also kinda
played into that a little bit It was
really just one song about vampires
that got carried too far.

BB: On the new tour with
Green Day, you will be playing
packed arenas. Do you guys prefer
playing large arenas or smaller, intimate clubs?
GW: We prefer smaller, intimate clubs. We enjoy the arenas,
we've learned how to make them
work for ·this band and have fun
with them. But we're definitely a
band that came up through basements and clubs, so that setting is
more comfortable for us. We're
looking forward to the Green Day
tow:
Catch. My Chemical Romance
with Green Day this Saturday at the
ID Waterhouse Centre. The soldout show starts at 8 p.m Check out
wwwMyChemicalRomance.com
1bree Cheers for Sweet
Revenge is available now on Warn-

er Bros. records.

heart," "Sex is not the enemy," "It's all over
but the crying," "Boys wanna fight," "Why
don't you come over?," _a nd "Happy
home."
As one would guess from those song
titles, the lyrics themselves aren't much
happier. Just in the first song alone, "Bad
Boyfriend", the lines "I wanna hear you
call out my name/I wanna see you burn
up in flames/Keep you on ice so I can
show all my friends/C'mon baby, be my
bad boyfriend," it's apparent that someone
broke Shirley Manson's heart, and she's
moved from the "feeling sad" stage and is
now in the "I'm pissed off" stage.
Musically, Garbage sounds as good as it
did on its first two albums - 1995's
Garbage and 1998's Version 2.0. If there is
one thing that stands out this time around
it's the choruses. Sure, the songs are filled
with catchy hooks and lyrics that are easy

to sing along to, but maybe they made it
too easy. For the most part the chorus just
repeats the same two or three lines over
and over and over again. Repetition can be
good thing, but not to the point to where
it becomes, well, redundant. The perfect
formula to get a song stuck in your head.
Bottom line - this is a good alternative
rock CD from a group that knows what it's
doing. Garbage ~an still rock out and look
good doing it. The songs are perfect for
any post-valentine/post-break-up situation, and they actually have a good beat to
them. So just as long- as the songs aren't
written about you, there is nothing to
worry about. However, for that lµcky (or
not-so-lucky) guy out there who had the
pleasure of having songs written about
him, we tip our hat to you. Congratulations sir, you've created a hit song.
-RICKY SURILLO

Kellogg: If anything, we've been
accused of being too goofy
FROM i6

think bne of the reasons we
were signed is because of what
we were doing - grass roots,
things-you can control ... we just
have some people helping us out
more and the record is a little
more available.
Very little has changed in our
world and the things the label
· brings to the table is stuff we
can't really control We just keep
doing what we've been doing:

BH: Your lyrics are simple,
straightforward and easy to
understand, in great-contrast to
many bands who try to develop
more complex lyrics to express
the same point. Do you think
there is too much of that going
on these days? Too much complexity for the sake of complexity, showing off at the expense of
the music?
SK: I think that you have to
write in the voice that you use on
a day-to-day basis to keep it real.
If you' think like Bob Dylan, and
'have a big vocabulary, it makes
perfect sense for you to write in
that ultra-poetic way. I have
songs, lyrical ballads that go on
and on, and I think that some of
them are cool, but I think for the
most part I speak in a straightforward way, and I think like an
everyday person. So I think it
makes sense that my lyrics

would reflect that I don't have a
problem with people with -really
elaborate lyrics, though it may
come off as not genuine.
I try to come off in a way that
makes sense to people but try
not to be boring or cheesy.

BH: How's the new, self.t itled album doing?
SK: It's a process ... we rely on
our grassroots record now more
than ever. It's doing just fine, it's
selling well. It's pretty new ... one
of the things we did to help it
along is we gave independent
stores a bonus EP we recorded
over a few days with the band
Whiskeytown. Those are the
more less-easily accessible
tunes, but we like the way they
sound. So far, so good
BH: What are your shows
like.?
SK: We're all about having a
great time. The music is serious
but the. show's not. If anything,
we've been criticized for being
too goofy. We try to go out there
to have a lot of fun ... a lot of
shenanigans.
BH: How's the tour going?
SK: We've been out for quite
a while and still have a ways to go
... this is kind of the med school
for bands stage. We have a great
opportunity and support, so I
think we're going to keep touring

because there's so much of the
_country and there's so many people.
We'll keep touring through the
summer and then again through
the fall.
Stephen Kellogg and the Sixers
will be performing at The Social
with The Matt MacKelkan Band
tonight. Tickets are $7, and the
doors open at 8.

ID Required
WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
with Ramez
THURSDAYS

Karaoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m.

·FRIDAY
Frttzzzwlkl
. 10pm -close

- - - $3 cover--SATURDAY
Roger lee/Karaoke
10pm-close

----no cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)
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MOVIES
FLOIUDA.~·~~. F_ESTIVAL

CINESCENE

BRB will BRB; .
he's out in L.A
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

T

his past weekend I attended a press junket in Los Angeles for the movie A Lot
Like Love, starring Ashton Kutcher.
That's right. I was flown to Los Angeles, for a
press junket, for two days, for free. It doesn't
seem practical, does it?
At this moment, if I was reading this, I know
I'd be asking myself, "so who is this Cinescene
man? And how can I know him better?" But
believe it everybody; I'm a nobody just like you,
yet Hollywood does this. They set you up at the
Four Seasons with a minibar, a terrace overlooking the cityscape, a DVD player and $125
per diem to use for room service. It seems .
ridiculous to do this, to fly in some lowly critics
from some college newspapers for a less-than48-hour trip and treat them to over a $1,000 of
riches. But this is the game Hollywood plays.
They'll treat you better then you've ever
been treated before, but in return they want a
story, a feature on the junket, about Ashton and
Kabbalah, about Amanda Peet and what it takes
to date her. It's a well-played strategy game, like
.Magic: the Gathering or Battleship. It's about
them scratching your back and you whacking
them off. Because, you see, when a good review,
or good press, or really press~in general com~s
from the fruits of this trip, that_usually means
more people will see their movie.
. There are accountants who have it all preplanned for the studio, accountants that have
shown them the figures, how it makes sense to
blow a bunch of money on me, and how in turn
it will make them a profit whether I like the film
or not. It has to be this way; it doesn't make any
sense for them to ·do it otherwise. I've written
for the indie or The Independent Journal now for
almost two years, and in that time I've never
been given an opportunity close to this. There
have been movie screenings and conference
calls but never an all-expenses-paid trip. I had
never even thought it would happen, b~cause it
just didn't seem practical.
But that Hollywood machine, it's always got
an ace up its sleeve. Best of all, there was a TV
in the bathroom as well, with many mirrors so I
would never miss a chance to admire my amazing buttocks from every angle.
Hollywood can surprise you; it can be your
best friend, and this weekend it was mine. It was
like the kid on your block with the Super Nintendo - he knew he was da bomb because he
had what everyone wanted. Hollywood is ·that
friend. An all-expenses-paid trip just seems too
good to be true and probably will be even.ttially,
somewhere, in the long run of things.
Come to think of it, until I get reimbursed I
did pay 80-some-odd dollars for cabs and $6 for
a sandwich on ~e airplane; I'm sure that'll come
back to bite me in those sweet buttocks soon
(more on the L.A. trip in next week's indie).
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It's the
Hotise
of Flying
· Ha~has
Kung Fu Hustle serves up
delicious, delirious parodies
of everyone from Tarantino
and Chaplin to Zhang Yimou
PAUL HAYNES

.K
Staff Writer

ung Fu Hustle, the funniest comedy in recent
memory, is full of small surprises that are better
left unspoiled. A plot summary would not only
make such spoilers inevitable, it would be· absolutely
beside the point
_
This film, breaking box office records in its native
China, is co-written, co-starring and directed by·the 42year-old Stephen Chow and finds itself in the tradition of
Mel Brooks and the Zucker-Abrahms-Zucker parodies.
The movie seems to anticipate a breakthrough success in
the Unites States and other Western nations, as it zeroes
in on the renewed "fad" that Chinese martial arts films
have become in these parts and milks it for every drop of
comedic juice. Because its appeal is decidedly lowbrow,
audiences will probably find this even more accessible
than Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon and House ofFlying
Daggers, and it's indeed unlikely there's been many other
foreign language films as accessible to American audiences as this one. Its success here will possibly be
unprecedented, and if not, the movie is at least an instant
cult classic.
At about an hour and a half, it's the right length, and
the visual aspects don't find themselves too subordinated to the comedy. The choreography and sparring
sequences are as dazzling as those in any recent kung fu
film, although much of the film's effect is achieved
through CGl That seems appropriate, given that this is
essentially a live-action cartoon. As such, it doesn't have
the gravity of Q!J.entin Tarantino's recent Kill Bili but this
isn't a saga, it's a spoo£ and boy does it ever flip Tarantino the bird
Opening with a spot-on jab at Reservoir Dogs and

Tarantino's penchant for juxtaposing.the playful with the
brutally violent, Kung Fu Hustle is not only cine-literate,
but it satirizes cine-literacy, making sport of the sport of
"making reference" by drawing from the most inappropriate of sources. A would-be sentimental subplot concerns a mute ice-cream girl and is inspired, it would
seem, by Chaplin's City Lights. But .this element, like all
the others in the film, is so giddily absurd that those who
are touched by it have missed the point
Certain sequences in Kung Fu Hustle reach dizzying
heights of comedic invention. Doubling over at the
mercy of genuine, convulsive belly laughs is not an experience that comes ~asily at the cinema, but Chow's film
furnishes many such opportunities. The movie's flair and
propensity for surprise is maintained throughout,
although the movie peaks about halfway through; most
of my laughs had been spent by the end of the second act.
With movies like this, however, it's often hard to tell
whether it's you or the movie that's run out of steam.
Likewise, it's often hard to imagine a comedic filmmaker like Chow, whose previous movie was Shaolin
Soccer, keeping up this momentum for long. As it happens, talent in.this genre is fickle, and a Mel Brooks or a
Zucker-Abrahms-Zucker seems to have a shelf life of
about 15 years before being dethroned and eclipsed by a
Farrelly or a Chow.
·

Playing Sunday at 7 p.m at Regal Wznter Park.
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Tamatjon a highly
personal, creative f tlm . ·
Director tells story of
troubled family through
photos, h~me movies
MIKE FERRARO
Staff Writer

C

Above, Brother Sum (Chan
Kwok Kwan prepares for
an attack by his Axe Gang.
Left, Lam Tze Chung plays
the dejected, shirtless
sidekick to Sing (Stephen
Chow, middle) afterthey ·
·are rejected from inclusion in the Axe Gang.

pnsidering how Jonathan Caouette
put Tamation together (through
various forms of home video
footage, answering machine reco_rq.ings and
phofographs), and even the software he
· used to edit it, the film is astonishingly well_done. He edited it tising Apple's free DV
editing .software, iMovie. Potential film~ers should know that iMovieis possibly
the most basic editing program you could
use and most people wouldn't dare cut
together a feature-length documentary
with such an elem~ntary program. For this
filn(however, it really didn't heed anything
more.
As the movie begins, there is.something
· od4 A camera is set up in an apartment facing the front door and we watch a man
enter. Within seconds, we learn that this
Jonathan's apartment and this man is his
:boyfriend He just arrived to wake Jonathan
up. It is a little unsettling at first to see obvio:us ram.era set-ups so early in a documen, tary, but after a few more minutes, it is
quickly understood that all throughout
Jonathan's life, he has had a camera either in
his hand pointing at the people in his life, or
he set it up for the purpose of capturing personal and intimate moments with himsel£
Remini.Scent in style to ~003's Capturing
the Friedmans, a documentary that also

used home video footage as a means ::ry
and discover everything about a family, Tarnation is trying to discover the truth about
Caouette's mother. She came from anormal
background·and even had an early model
career in her pre-teens, but when she is
temporarily paralyzed at age 12, her life
changes forever.
·
Abruptly, the film goes into Jonathan's
life and what it was like to grow up a homosexual in Texas, with a schizophrenic mother. Even when he was in his teens, it seems
that he had a keen eye for capturing the perfect moments. For a family having video
_camera on them all the time, they never
show I?-ow weird it migh~ mak~ thein eel
During the few normal, private family disCu.ssion5 that are captured, no one ever feels
the w:ge to tell him to turn the camera ofI
It's funny; reality television is quite possibly the worst form of entertainment ever
created by man. Yet somehow films like
Tamatioii, .where you are exposed to 19
years of family heartache and turmoil, follow the same kind of formula but are so
much more entrancing. You actually find
yourself caring about these characters and
you're excited to see where it ends up. You
feel for them when they are hurt and you
are excited for them when something goo~
their way. The only thing exciting about any
kind of reality show is waiting.for it ~And
so you can catch a rerun of Seinfeld. ,
For Jonathan Caouette, putting together
this film must have been very therapeutic.
He obviously wasn't trying to do it in an
exploitive fashion; he wanted to share his
story with the utmost comp~ion and sincerity.
Opens tomorrow at DMAC.
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Murderball one

••

of the.f mest
sports docs
ever released
Armored wheelchairs
duke it out in new film
MIKE FERRARO
Staff Writer

I

COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

Ben (Jimmy Fallon) has to choose between his beloved Red Sox and his new love, Drew Barrymore's Lindsey. He learns that love is more than just a game and blah blah, etc. etc.

Fallon lacks Sandler's chemistry
Fever Pitch sucks almost as much as the Yankees did in -last year's playoffs
BRETT RYAN BONOWICl
Staff Writer

I

f the Farrelly Brothers have a theme
to their work, it's how childhood
impacts the rest of your life. From
There's Something about Mary to Shallow
Hal to Fever Pitch, time and again the Farrellys have shown that if it breaks in the
past, it's broken in the future.
Fever Pitch chronicles a relationship
between a just-turned-30 businessWaij4.:00. (Drew Barrymore) and a boyish
school teacher who's obsessed with the
Boston Red Sox. When he was a child,
Ben (Jimmy Fallon) was brought to a
Boston Red Sox game, and he never left
the stadium. That day he fell in love with
the Red ~ox, and when he inherited a pair
of season tickets, that only solidified that
love, and right up into his adulthood he
never found a reason to· let it go. Until he
meets Barrymore.
Though one must say this is Fallon's
finest performance in a film. But when
you have such juggernauts as Tax~ The
Scheme and Anything Else to compare
ag~t, it's really not saying much. More

than once in the film, you'll be wishing it have nothing to 4o with his physicality. In
was another former SNL alum that had fact, it would make more sense for this
co-starring credit with Barrymore. That person to look as old and proper as possible as to offset the childish tendencies. In
name rhymes with Randler.
It's not that Fallon is particularly bad in more then one way Fallon is boyish in his
the role, he just lacks the weight ~other trials to match Barrymore in skill.
Throughout the film, disinteresting,
actor might have given it. Perhaps another co-star is the answer but the chemistry wannabe subliminal messages break up
just isn't as strong as it shoul~ be. At one the film into innings, so to speak. These
· point Barrymore's character fears she is are simply distracting and take away from
pregnant. Fallon even goes so far as to any emotional continuity with the charbuy little tiny Red Sox pajamas for the acters that had been established up
fetus that may or may not be gestating in through that point.
Barrymore's womb. An event of such
Fever Pitch is well-intentioned but
magnitude should have some weight, and lacks the emotional punch needed for it
in this film it doesn't. It feels flat · and to be considered successful. While Falunintentionally transparent. The bond lon's love for the Red Sox comes thr9ugh
between them isn't even forged until so clear as daylight through ~ fat-soaked
late in the film that it's not even worth piece of looseleaf paper~ Fallon's love for
rooting for them because the film'll be Barrymore is like trying to find that lost
gummy bear underneath your couch ·_
over in another heartbeat.
Besides the missing chemistry it's just not there.
between the two leads, one can't help but
The Farrellys have made it nine .
notice the difference in age between Fal- innings in this one, but doesn't score a
lon and Barrymore. He looks like a little run until the bottom of the eighth, and by
boy next to her, and that doesn't help the then it's too late (That's right, I used a
film. Though his character is a boy who . baseball metaphor in my review for a
has never grown into manhood, it ~hould baseball movie!).

tis amazing how many sports are out
there, waiting to be discovered, that
are so much more fascinating and
admirable than the ones that hit it mainstream. Murderball,-or "quad-rugby,'' as it
is called in politically correct terms, is the
name of a sport in which paraplegics play
rugby in fully armored Mad Max-like
wheelchairs. The armor on the players'
chairs is their only protection from anything, since they don't wear any kind of
protective covering, like helmets or elbow
pads. When they take a hit and their wheelchairs tumble, nothing protects their skulls
from smashing on the hardwood floors.
You watch in awe and cringe at these
images because you learn that these play- ,
ers have already been through so much in
their lives in regard to injury. All the players
in the quad rugby Paralympic Team USA
share their stories about how they ended
up in a wheelchair and how they have
learned to cope with normal daily activities
ever since. A lot of questions that may have
rolled around in your mind about people in
wheelchairs get answered in this film.
Everything from the trials of rehab after an
accident to how one can perform an average sexual activity while attached to a
wheelchair is brought up in candid and
honest conversations amongst the players.
One of the players even talks about how
idiotic and ridiculous normal people have
treated him in the past. Although he is in a
wheelchair, he can drive on his own·and he
, goes to the grocery store on his own. Once,
as he packed away groceries in the back of
his car, a man walked up and asked if he
could help him out. "I drove here on my
own, man. Don't you think I'd be prepared
for it?''
Murderball is an amazing and inspiring
film about iruly great athletes. From start to
the final climactic battle with their rivals,
Team Canada, this film never bores or
slows down. Not only does it hold the spot
of best documentary of the year so far, but
it is one finest sport documentaries ever to
be released
Playing tonight at 7:15p.m at Enzian and
Saturday at 9 p.m at Regal Winter Park.
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.Meet the Fockers
and stay for the
extra features
Plus, a hypnotic dram.a
and a swordplay epic
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

Meet the Fockers

:~-::··
BOX
OFFICE
....... ...
... .
.
-~

U.S. movie revenues for April 8-10
All dollar figures in millions
RANK • FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE · S.CREENS

1. Sahara- $18.1
$18.1 •0neweek·3,154
2. Sin Crty- $14.2
$50.8 ·Two weeks· 3,230
3. Fever Pitch- $12.4
$12.4 ·One week· 3,267
4. Guess Who- $7.0
$51 .0 ·Three weeks· 3,064
S. Beauty Shop- $6.8
$26.1 ·Two weeks· 2,659
6. Robots- $4.7
$111.0 ·Five weeks· 2,713
7. Miss Congeniality 2~ Anned and Fabulous- $4.2
$37.5 ·Three weeks· 3,011
8. The Pacifier- $3.1
$100.6 ·Six weeks· 2,375
9. The Ring Two- $2.9
$72.3 • Four weeks· 2,407
10. The Upside of Anger- $25
$12.3 ·Five weeks· 1,151
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

COURTESY LIONS GATE FILMS

Tommy (Anton Yel.chin) talks his best friend Pappass (Robin Williams) into buying him a Texas Chainsaw Massacre ticket.

Sprry, Duchovny: House
ofD gets·a rating of D
X-Files star's personal coniing-of-age story ruined by
generic .stock characters played by Williams and Leoni ,
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107
The Amityville Horror (R)
12:0012:50 2:40 3:30 7:00 7:30 9:20 9:50 12:00a
12:20a

BeCool(PG-13)

*

1:20 4:207:2010:10

Beauty Shop (PG-13)
12:00 3:007:1010:1012:40a

**
Guess Who (PG-13) *
FeverPitch(PG-13)

1:00 3:204:308:009:5010:4012:20a

12:201:002:50 3:50 6:50 7:309:3010:1012:00a

Hitch(PG-13)

***

12:30 3:40 6:50 9:40

Hostage(R)
7:5010:40

Ice Princess (G)
1:104:006:409:20

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and Fabulous
(PG-13)

****

12:102:506:409:3012:10a

PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i12

H

ouse of D is a film that feels like a
personal work. When one views the
film, it sells a sense of authenticity,
but that authenticity seems to be plagued by
a plaque of Hollywood.
David Duchovny, in his feature film writing and directing debut (he previously
wrote and directed a-few episodes of The XFiles), has made an audition tape for Hollywood. The film teeters between true emotion and saccharin tears wrought on by
situations too convenient to believe.
Duchovny stars as the older half of himself, a painter from New York, living a life in
Paris with his wife and their son. He finds it
time to finally tell his family how he ended
up in Paris and this begins the tale of House
ofD.
Duchovny is a young man who has
befriended a mentally challenged janitor. It's
the time in life though when this boy is
about to become a man, and he's becoming
attracted to girls for the first time in his life.
Tiris causes a rift in his relationship with the
.handicapped janitor.
·
Essentiajly, the film is a mix between A

Bronx Tale and I am Sam.
Robin Williams iS ham if there ever was
ham in a role as the retarded friend to
Duchovny's younger alter ego. Williams
plays Pappass (pronounced PAP-ASS) with
all the delirium of a chocolate-covered sugarcube; some actions feel rooted while others just are reckless in their choice. And this
· causes problems with the film, as much of it
relie~ on the actions of Pap-ass and the
young boy's mother, played by Duchovny's .
real life wife Tea Leoni.
Both of these characters are stock, and if
there's a specific part of the film that feels
Hollywood it's these two characters.
They're in the film .to serve certain plot
points and that's it. The boy and Pap-ass do
share a unique relationship, but it's underused.
Based on his previous X-Files episodes,
one might expect a little more from
Duchovny in this first outing. Plot strings
· left by the wayside, there's a lot to like in this
movie; it has a ch~m that's distinctive,
though at the same turn of phrase it also has
a lot of water at the edge and not all of it is
fresh for the drinking.
Playing Saturday at 7 p.m at Enzian and
Sunday at 4:30 p.m at Regal Winter Park.

In the sequel to 2000's Meet the Parents, Be·n Stiller and Robert DeNiro
return, this time joined by Dustin Hoffman and Barbara Streisand as the Fockers.
The DVD includes the theatrical film
and an extended version, 65 bloopers
and over 20 deleted scenes and feature
commentary with director Jay Roa~h
and editor/co-producer Jon Poll.
Then there are a few featurettes,
called Fockers' Family Portrait, Inside the
Litter Box (behind the scenes with Jinx
the cat), The Manary Gland (behind the
scenes with the propmaster) and The
Adventures of a Baby Wrangler - an
exclusive look at what it takes to direct
children on the set.

Birth and House of Flying Daggers
The barebones DVDs of the week one a film drenched in a color, the other
steeped in mood. One with Nicole Kidman and a little boy, the other with
many swords taking place in 800 AJl.
What these films have in common?
Nothing is on their respective DVDs:
zero extras, just the movie.

XXX two-disc unrated director's cut
As part of the growing trend of the
double-dip DVD release weeks before
the release or the sequel, xxx, a film
whose title is terrible any which way it's
cut, comes to DVD in a two-disc unrated directors cut that includes eight minutes of additional footage not seen in
the original theatrical version.
You also get commentary by director
Rob Cohen and an exclusive scene from
XXX: State of the Union - a scene frtfi:l
the new sequel not starring Vin Diesel.
Followed by that, there are featurettes like The Making of XXX: State
of the Union and Starz! On the Set: The
Making of XXX.
On disc two, there's something called
The Final Chapter: The Death ofXander,
a short bridge between the two XXX
films. Other superfluous extras include
storyboard-to-final film comparisons,
Agent Shavers' Gadgets Presentation,
The End Credit Sequence - Raw and
Uncut and a music video for Hatebreed's "I Will Be Heard."
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Unique French comedy fumbles its romance
But Apres Vous .... still has more charm than U.S. rom-coms
MIKE FERRARO

·L
Staff Writer

I

I .

\

COURTESY MARS FILMS

Louis (Jose Garcia), left, is about to kill himself before Antoine (Daniel Auteuil), right, rescues him.

FRo:il 1

1:056:4012:15a

The Ring Two (PG-13)
12:40 3:507:5010"1.0

*

Millions (PG)

** *
Sahara(PG-13) **
SinCity(R) *****

12:001:302:404:006:4010-10
12:401:10 3:40 4"1.0 7:007:4010:0010:3012:50a
12:1012:50 3:104:10 7:107:4010:0010:3012:50a

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANOO AVE.,407-62~163
~~ityville Horror (R)
12:0012:30 1:002"1.0 2:50 3"1.0 4:40 5:10 5:40 7:00
7:30 8:009-3010:00 10-30 12:00a

*

,

3:509-15

Beauty Shop (PG-13)
11:55a2:305:05 7:4510-15

Dear Frankie (PG-13)
12:052:3552.57:5510-10

Fever Pitch (PG-13)

**

. 12:251:30 3:00 4"1.0 5:30 7:10 8:109:5010:45
12:30a

*
Hitch (PG-13) * * *
Guess Who (PG-13)

12:10 2:45 5"1.08:0510:40

- ~

**

**·*

1:003:40 6"1.0 8:5511 :30.

11:50a 2"1.5 5:00 7:259:5512"1.Sa .

Robots (PG)

BeCool(PG-13)

Hitch(PG-13)

12:15 2:40 5:15 7:40

12:30 3:30 7"1.09:4012"1.0a

genuinely touching. Jose Garcia
does a fantastic job 'juggling around
the many moods of Louis, while
Auteuil delivers a perfectly somber
and sincere performance.
Even with its flaws, mainly the
writing, Ap~ Vous ... is still a step
up from the average romantic formula pictures. 1hls film certainly
has shown us that it is better to see a
not-so-good French love story than
a really bad American one.
Plays Saturday at 6:30 p.m, Sunday at 2 p.m at Regal Wmter Park.

1"1.02:05 3:454:306:157:058:459:3511:1011:50

Ice Princess (G)

The Pacifier (PG)

o~ (Jose Garcia) iS a socially devoid Frenchman who
was just dumped by his girlfri~nd Instead of being happy at
the chance of being free to seek
other love opportunities, he takes
himself to a park and attempts suicide by hanging himself from a
tree. Unluckily for him, Antoine
(Daniel Auteuil) just happened to
take ~ short-cut through the park
. on his ~home to his girlfriend
Antoine sees the suicidal man and
decides to rescue him.
Antoine thensets out on a quest
to help Louis rejoin society. He
goes out of his way to clean Louis
up and find him a job. After a while,
Louis decides to woo his ex-girlfriend with the help ofAntoine, but
soon Antoine finds himself falling
in love with her too. Even though
he already has a girlfriend of his
own. This is the time when the film
starts to fall apart
How did a movie with such a
great premise __, a man rescues
another man from sti.icide and

assists him in rejoining the world fi.p.d its way to evil and cliched
"romantic-comedy'' land? Apres
Vous ... evidently has about three or
four screenwriters, and sadly it
shows. You can almost see the conflict between where each screenwriter wanted to take the characters
and storyline explode on screen.
While the story may not be up
to par,. Apres Vous ... still offers
much to commend. There are a
few utterly hilarious moments
throughout and even some that are

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and Fabulous
(PG-13)

****

12:50 3:55 6:55 9-3512"1.0a

TheRingTwo(PG-13)

*

10:10

** *
Sahara (PG-13) **
Sinafy(R) *****

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and Fabulous
(PG-13)

****

1:404:106:459:1011:45

The Pacifier (PG)
2:15 4:50 7:109:5012:05a ·

TheRingTwo(PG-13)

*

1:554"1.06:509:3012:05a

***
Sahara (PG-13) **
SinCity(R) *****
The Upside of Anger (R) **** _
Robots (PG)

11:50a 2:104:306:509"1.011:45

Robots (PG)

1"1.5 3:30 5:35 7:45 9:5512:10a

12:451:15 3:45 4:15 7:05 7:3510:0510:35

1:151:454:15 4:45 7:00 7:30 9:4510:1512:30a

12"1.01"1.0 3:4C4:45 6:45 7:509:4010:4512:35a

12:30 3:30 6:40 9:4512:35a

LOEWS UNiVERSAL CINEPLEX

1:101:50 2:403:504"1.5 5:15 6:30 7"1.08:009:20
10:1010:4012:15a

_ ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE

{i()()() UNIVERSAL BLVD., 4Ql-354-5998

BOOS.ORLANDO AVE.,407-629-1088

The Amityville Horror (R)

Florida Film Festival

1:001:302:00 3:05 3:354:05 5:10 5:406:10 7:15
7:508"1.09"1.510:0010-3011:3512"1.0a

Beauty Shop (PG-13)
1:001:30 3"1.5 3:55 6:05 6:35 8:30 9:0511:0511:40

Fever Pitch (PG-13)

**

1:35 2:104:004:306"1.5 6:559:009:4011:30
12:00a

CiuessWho(PG-13)

*

lf1Sitwww.floridafilmfestival.com for details.

D.MAC
39 S. MAGNOLIA AVE:, 407-992-1200

Tamation (NR)

****

Friday:3:30 5:30 7:309:1511:00
Saturday: 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
Sunday: 3:00 7:00 9:00
Alllisted times_ are for the weekend and subject to change

~~,~LOEWS
MIDNIGHT SHOWS EVERY THURSDAY,
~ CINEPLEX FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY!!
E N T E RT A I N M E N T
(407) 354-5998 FOR MORE INFO

Music is his Duffala bag
The Park Ave. CDs
Jr. manager tells us a
thing or two or three
NICHOLAS MARKOVICH
Staff Writer

0

ur campus is a veritable
pot roast filled with all
sorts
of interesting
chunks of beef. We here at the
indie have deCided to shine the
spotlight on those folks who
march to the beat of a different
piano player. For the first installment of "Getting to Know You," I
sat Seth Duffala, manager of Park
Ave. CDs Jr., in the Chair of Justice and worked him over something good
Name: Seth Duffala.
Age:26
Education: B.A. - Film and
Video Production
Significance: Runs the record
store

NM.: Before we get started, I
have to ask: would you have a
problem if I substituted any boring responses you may make
with some selected works from
Henry David Thoreau?
SD: ''We soon reached a small
meadow on the east side, at an

angle in the stream, which was,
for the most part, densely covered with alders."
NM : Excellent. So what
makes you so damn interesting?
SD: I'd like to think that I'm
pretty unique. I'm a big collector
of music, which leads me to being
in a band - we're called Hurrah.
I also have a big film and comic
book collection. I've been the
manager at Park Ave. since shortly after it opened on campus,
about two or three years ago.
NM : Why is most music
today garb~ge?
SD: 'Cause it's all about profits and making money for the
large corporations and not about
music. A lot of it is very cookiecutter. Many people don't hear
about great underground music;
their only sources for music are
MTV and the radio.
NM : Whose feeding tube
would you most like to yank:
Ashlee Simpson, Fred Durst, or
-Hitler?
SD:<pauses> (after deep
thinking). This could be tricky. I
guess I have to go with the obviO\.lS and say Hitler.
NM : What does your band

have to offer?
SD: We have EVERYTHING
to offer. We're very original and
unique, if that's not completely
redundant (note: it is). We try to
do something besides your standard verse-chorus-verse.
NM : What's the coolest
thing about running a music
_
store?
SD: Probably the connections, the hookups. You get cool
promotional stuff that people
can't get. You get to go to sold~:mt shows. I get all kinds of out of
print collectable stuff. And I can
wear what I want.
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NM : All right, your turn to
plug something or espouse a
viewpoint. Go.
SD: Support independent
record sto!es. We have better
service and we know more.
Check out our band (Hurrah).
We're going on a two-week tour
soon, to New York and back.
. NM : Ready for Rapid Fire?
SD: Let's do it.
NM : Favorite band?
SD: Jawbreaker
NM : Favorite song? .
SD: "Copper" by Shellac

NM : Finish this line: "There's
a lady who's sure..."
SD: Umm... ·"that she's not
sure what she's looking for"?
(Boo. Come on.)
NM : Name the five compo-

nents of the UCF creed
SD: I have no idea
NM : What is your personal
motto?
SD: "There's only one way to.
find out."

What happened to Shows like The Kids in ·the Hall?
The Sketch Show provides the genre
with··some horrifically
bad Grammar ·
~
.•

•
•

~

THE SKETCH SHOW
FOX
Genre: Sketch Comedy

Watch it: Sunday, 9:30 p.m.

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

S

ketch comedy on television
has had its peaks and valleys. With only two reliable
progr~ on, both of which are in
their lesser years (Mad TV and
Saturday Nigl).t Live) this would
certainly qualify as a "valley
time." If clone right, sketch shows
can use all kinds of humor, provide major futures for the actors

involved and be funnier and more
entertaining than the best sitcom.
One brilliant sketch after another,
as has been seen on In Living
Color and Monty Python's Flying
Circus in the past provide many
moments of hilarity and have lots
of replay value to boot. And even
COURTESY rnx
if one sketch is bad, there's always The cast oflhe Sketch Show, induding talented
the possibility that the next one Mr. Show alum Mary Lynn Rajskub.
will have you laughing again.
On the other hand, if done there may be a victor for the
poorly, a sketch show can be the - worst sketch show ever. Step
worst kind of television. Just take aside, Hollow Men.
a look at Blue Collar Tv. One mis. What possessed Grammar to
fired attempt at humor . after create such an awful show? Was
another. Or to bring back the he afraid people would miss him
aforementioned SNL, sketches too much after Frasier? Did he
·that refuse to die. Thanks to Fox want to top the crumminess of
and its new show Kelsey Gram- Gary the Rat? If so, mission
mar Presents The Sketch Show, accomplished.

of;::~~ :~i;:si:~~~~~

are playing session singers, to do
the harmonies for "California
Mr. Sho~ with Bob and David Dreaming." Every t1me he starts
alum), 1s poorly chosen. Two singing they mess up the words
white blonde women, one white and sing something else. He gets
American, one white Englishman, mad, corrects them, everyone
and a black guy. This instantly tries it again and the singers mess
limits the amount of situations up. Rinse, rather repeat. They're
and characters that can occur on session singers. Shouldn't P.Y
the show.
know what to do? And how islt
And as talented as they are, n9t funny anyway?
Another sketch has all the
even the likes of Jim Carrey or
Chris Farley could rise above this actors at a party, each one with a
tepid material. Almost every different phobia and a reaction
sketch revolves around the come- . that goes with that phobia. One
dy of manners that Oscar Wilde has a fear of questions and
wrote of in the late 20th century. screams, another has a fear of
No topical humor, nothing too screaming and jumps, etc. It gets
risque, nor much slapstick, but tiresome.
With the lineup on Fox Sunday
lots of "I do things differently and
therefore it's funny" humor, nights changing, this show is
more than likely just a mid-seawhich really isn't that funny.
One sketch has Grammar son replacement that will be
playing a singer who's trying to replaced, and it hopefully won't
->-/
get the other cast members, who come back

' .i.

RAMBLINGS
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The elusive
Can't we all just get along on Earth? nature of
Or will we·have to wait for an intergalactic conflict to unite our species?
geek love
THE GEEK LIFE

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

S

ometimes, as I watch
Star Trek, I wonder if the
military organizations of
this world will ever band
together for the purpose of
pe_ace and discovery. The Federation just seems too perfect
to be true. This is an organization devoted to protecting it's
members, just like the military
of America today, and yet they

-.~AZED

seem much more likely to help er example of species-centric
the cause of peace then I writing? Or could it be that the
thought could be possible for a minds of this blue globe simply have trouble trying to think
military organization.
I have often asked myself in such infinitely large variwhat exactly it would take to ables?
bring the all-powerful of this
There can be no denying it.
backwater rock in the· unfash- . We as humans are a species
ionable arm of the galaxy with so many differences, at
together. We, as a planet, have least on the surface. I mean,
always seemed so much more underneath our attitudes and
disparate than the science fic- hatreds and digital watches,
tion writers imagine other we all have most of the same
planets to be. Is thi? yet anoth- organs. Sure, some of us have

INDIE ROBOT

More terrible,
potent quotables"
From classics by the Govemator to
the worst reincarnation line ever
DIANNA ZISMAN ·
Staff Writer
:'¢

I

.

should have realized that
once I started in on bad
movie quotes, one column
just wouldn't be able to cut it.
Why stop with nine bad
quotes when 18 would double
the fun? Here's the impromptu part two 9f a two part series
documenting some of Hollyworst · verbal
wood's
moments.

Vanilla Sky
"I will tell you in another
life, when we are both cats"
- I swear to God, I heard
this line, and when I
woke up, I was in inten. sive care.

Batman and Robin

"You're not sending me
to da coolah!"
"I'm afraid my condition
has left me COLD to your
pleas of mercy." ·
"Tonight, hell freezes
Hard to Kill
ovah!"
Senator Trent [on the TV
"Vot killed da dmahs~n]: You can take that to
saahs? Da ice age!"
.
thebank!
I remember watching
Mason Storm: I'm gonna this movie for the first
take-YOU to the bank, Senator time and thinking that the
· puns couldn't get any
Trent. To the blood bank!
The line itself is bad worse. But they did! Someenough, but he .says this while how, the writers managed
sitting alone in the room, star- to make each Mr. Freeze
ing at a blank TV screen. Ter- line cornier than the last.
rible. It would have been awe- Now that's talent. How the
some if he had continued: . crew managed to keep
'~d then we're .going to
from breaking into embardonate blood for some needy rassed laughter every
hemophiliacs. And, after- three seconds continues to
wards? Afterwards, Senator,· bewilder me.
going to eat
some. cookwe',re
• -.qt
.
.
ies. .
PLEASE SEE CHRISTMAS ONil5

plastic parts and cybernetic
implants, but the main organ
systems remain relatively
unchanged. We have something that pumps our blood,
the electrical thunderstorm
that is our brain, as well as a
digestive tract for sustenance
and numerous fluids that
bathe our cells in nutritive
solutions. Why is that we wage
war against ideals we create

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

.
I

Staff Writer

think, without any objection, that I
can call myself a bonafide geek. This
can easily be asserted by my nearencyclopedic knowledge of useless
information, my obsessiveness in
requiring said knowledge and my desire
to flaunt it. I have spent the better part
of my life absorbing every piece of
-media I've seen into my mind, turning
PLEASE SEE MAYBE ON il 5
TV shows, movies, books, n;m sic and
video games into digestible bits of information. I categorize and critique whatever it is I see or hear, without even
knowing it sometimes.
While the geek culture has outsourced its most prized possessions
(Lord of the Ritzgs, Napoleon Dynamite,
Modest Mouse, etc.) into the mainstream, one thing that uniquely remains
ours is the way we use the information
we get. Joe Schmo can read The Hitch. hiker's Guide to the Galaxy but will not
, quote it, argue its quality or read it once
a year just for the.fun of it. He'll pick it
up, enjoy or dislike it and move on with
his life, continuing this cycle of obtaining and disposing.
Geeks are sponges. Once they listen
to a song it becomes a ·p art of them.
Once they see a show it becomes ripe
for reference. My life can be recounted
by the comics I was reading at a particular time. I received my first kiss around
the same time I was reading Stan Lee
and Jack Kirby's original Fantastic Four
stories that kicked off Marvel's dominance in the Silver Age.
Because of the way geeks think so
differently than "normal people" (or
muggles, as a geek would say), it's hard
for them to relate to most people, hence
the social awkwardness that's often
attributed to them.
If someone says "it's just movie" or
wonders why you're always walking
around with headphones, then it's probably because they're not a geek. They
can't understand your passion.
The downside to being a geek is that
it can be a lonely life. Even fellow geeks
may not share your passion in the same
way. Go to a concert by one of your
favorite bands. and you may find yourself ashamed when you see how many
people there just don't get it the way
. youdo.
·
The upside is that when you do find
that person who does get it, it's incredible. Insepara~le friendships and rela-
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.A picture is worth a thousand rofls
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

some
folks
started
cept,
phoon.com, inviting people to
submit their best photos of themowdy, folks. Do you enjoy selves or others doing the Phoon
bizarre photographs? Is in locations around the world.
your favorite quality in any · Enjoy pictures of people looking
picture its sheer randomness? If silly in front of.locations like Taj
so, this week's links are totally for Mahal, the Leaillng Tower of Pisa,
you. As a bonus, these are old and and the Eiffel Tower. Even more
well-known links, so if you don't odd are those in silly poses in
know them, con5ider it part. of locations that are silly to begin
your education here at UCF. with, like on top of a statue of a
Internet Culture 101 is totally moose or next to a guard at the
more important than Calculus. Tower of London. The Internet random and silly? Never!
Really.
Staff Writer

H

"The Robot." Robotfrank.com is
the journey of one such "robot"
named Frank. The photos section
is a goldmine of insanity. Where
else could you watch people in
robot costumes battle people in
Street Sharks costumes? Hell, the
images of him simply riding a
bicycle and pushing a shopping
cart are odd enough. Keeping up
with the times, Frank's now got a
Myspace profile, where he advertises his status as a swinger. For
some crossover fun, check the last
section of the photo gallery for a
ton of pictures of random antics
with Emotion Eric. It's like a sitcom crossover, but with Internet
·
people. Killer!

Phoons from Around the World
http://www.phoons.com/

Robot Frank's Life
http://www.robotfrank.com

The Phoon is, according to this
site, anyway, a particular pose
where one stands on one foot,
puts the other back in a windup,
and holds it there. The result
looks pretty odd Using this con-

Everyone loves robot costumes made out of tin foil and
Eric Conveys an Emotion
cardboard boxes: they're cheap,
they're bulky and it's automatical- , http://www.emotioneri~com/
Eric is just a regular guy from
ly expected that ~yone wearing.
them should be able to dance GainesVille who got an idea in

Christmas com~s again
FROM

i14

Dirty Dandng
''No one puts Baby in a corner." - Evidently, in the early
1960s, this would have elicited a
big "BumSnapOwned! You tell
'em, Swayze!" Today, however, it's
something that Patrick Swayze
snarls and my friends and I contemplate for five seconds before
cracking up.

The World Is Not Enough
After he beds Dr. Christmas
Jones:
Bond: I thought Christmas
only comes once a year.
Ever hear an entire theater
groan_in unison? This quote is so
bad, that it almost goes full circle
and becomes hilariously awful.
It's like the movie quotes version
of William Shatner: so lame, you
can't help but to grow fond of it

Attack ofthe Oone5
Obi-Wan to Anakin: Why do I
get the feeling you'll be the death
of me?
Pointing out bad lines in Star
Wars is like shooting fish in a bar~el Only instead of a barrel, it's
three goldfish in a Dixie Cup.
And you're carrying an Uzi.

Return ofthe King
'~diversion!" -

For five min-

utes, Aragom, Gimli, and Gandalf
discuss distracting Sauron to give
Frodo a fighting chance. Then,
when everyone understands the
plan and stops talking, Legolas
quite unnecessarily says, '~
diversion!" like it's a big revelation. Gee, thanks Legolas.'

The Core

.

DJ Qualls' character [in
exchange for helping execute the
mission]: rm gonna need a year's
supply of Xena tapes and Hot
Pockets.
How funny, this reference to
modem pop culture! How ironic
that his only demands in return
for saving the planet are ~ch trifling things! How clever!

Tenninator l:Judgment Day
'MI know is what the Terminator taught me: Never give up
the fight. And I never will. The
fight has just beglln." --:-- I can't
even get through that first sentence without laughing. I've
found it works in so many differ- .
ent situations. 'MI know is what
the Terminator taught me:
Always chew your food thoroughly;' or 'MI know is what the
Terminator taught me: Tip your
Chip 'N Dales dancer generously." I bet you could make a killing
on motivational books/posters
with this theme.

Maybe we
need to be
attacked
from space
FROM

i14

only in our heads? When it
- comes down to the nitty gritty,
to death and lust and love and
pain and joy, there are more
similarities than differences.
Aild yet, ill this terrifically
terrible, tragic, transcendent
and triumphant world, we ean't
seem to stop killing each other
long enol;lgh to h_e ar what we
truly have in common. Why
- does it have to be us versus
them? How does that even fit
into the logical picture that is
the universe? What separates
u,s from each other except hate,
misunderstanding, fear and
greed?
We all seem stuck in a loop.
Some of us believe that we are
tight, and that what we believe,
our faith and our principles, is
the only way. Meanwhile, of
course, our enemies are thinking the exact same way. Then,
you toss the selfishness and
greed that is just part of the
human condition, and you end

1998 to take pictures of himself
making faces and put them online.
Sure, it's a little narcissistic, but his
adventures in emoting have led
him .to minor 'net celebrity status
and, currently, a job over at
Yahoo!. Ever since it began to take
off, users have been submitting
requests for "emotions" for him to
convey. Although these began
with such basics as "happiness"
and "anger," eventually Eric ran
out of those and had to fulfill
things like "Just realized you
bought the wrong fabric softener"
and "Subtly farting "in a crowded
elevator." As you scroll down and
trace Eric's journey, witness his
photos traverse from webcam
shots in an apartment to items
that include animation, props,
outside settings and occasionally
other people. Who says bizarre
Web sites don't get you friends?

COURTESY FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES

What it's
like when
geeks~te
FROM

i14

tionships can begin based on
the fact that you are a geek and
so are they. When they make
you a mix CD (or tape), you're
taken aback by the way they
up with a nightmare storm of
segue one song into another
blood and death and despair.
with synergy. And you might
I just can't see any way of
even find yourself saying that
ending all the tragedy and bitgreatest of geek compliments:
terness that floats around this
"That's what I would've done!"
. Earth other then being visited
You are like the last two of a
by the Vulcans. That's what it
dying species.
took in Star Trek, anyway. Once
Most friendships that I've
another
species
actually
founded with geeks have lasted
showed up, forcing us to look at
And they probably will last,
what we had in common in
ending only by mutual cilg-ffiteorder to decide how to proceed
gration. We'll move to other
next, we couldn't go back to the ·
cities, get time-consuming jobs,
way· things were. These masor some other form of "life" will
ters of logic were integral in
get in the way. But it won't be
creating a peaceful Federation
because of any falling-out or
for the benefit of all. If not for
animosity. There's too few of us
them, we would still be bickerto consciously sever ties.
ing. Of course, the E~th
Recently, I've found someRomulan war -probably speed- .
one new who gets it. Someone
ed along the creation of both
who shares that connection.
the Federation and Starfleet as
Someone who will probably
well.
stick around in some form, long
Alas, that is but the fant~
after the roles we play now run
of a genius, a hope for the
their course. I knew she was for
human race that will probably
me the moment I he
di.er
only see the light of celluloid.
mix. There was that synergy
We Homo Sapiens are
there. Everything flowed and fit
renowned dreamers, frequent
. together.
liars~ hateful and brilliant and
Despite all the lonely Satureverything in between, but on
day nights I've spent curled up
our own we may never have
with a book or a Justice League
what it takes to bring peace to
rerun, its all worth it when you
even this small planet. Perhaps
see you're really not alone~
if we realized how meaningless
They spent those nights doing
these battles, be they grand,
the same. And now, because
far-reaching campaigns of devyou've stayed the course and
astation, or interpersonal office
haven't compromised your
politics, are in the scope of the
. geekiness, those nights can be
vastness that is the cosmos, we
shared. "It" has indeed been
may find the path to harmony.
gotten, and '~it" is good.
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Up late? Munch minded? It's obviously time
for a nice big cup of Nibblers from Crispers . .
Best of all~ they're FREE.

I.

Get a generous cupful of our sensational,
fresh-baked Nibplers cookies FREE when
you purchase any garden-fresh
gourmet salad, hearty stacked
sandwich or overstuffed wrap.

Get ·

ibblers

·I

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

-

for nothing '
at C:r(Sfe<rS~

~ow

us your curren~ UCF
student ID card; and mix and
match our 7 'varieti·e s FREE.

WINTE-R PARK

.p h (407) 673-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

REGAL 20
WATEl!.FORD THEATRES

FREE NIBBLERS
Wit:h salad ·or sandvvich
purchase and
UCFID card.
Offer goo<;! April 14 thru May 5:
Limit one per customer per visit, please.
One coupon per visit. .

You can just eat, or you can eat we11.
We recommend the second alternative . .
Visit Crispers today and get the quick, delicious
alternative to fast food. Fuel your system with
garden-fresh gourmet _salads, hearty stacked
sandwiches, and a selection of 12 soups, chowders,
and gumbos, p:e..pared fresh every day.
For the sweet freaks among us, there's
the NEW selection of individually-sized desserts,
including Chocolate .Lava Cake, Triple Espresso
Mousse, and ·amazing cheesecakes - plus ~moothies,
frozen coffee delectables. and real milkshakes made
with Publix Premium Ice Cream.
No bad burgers,.no pltiful pizza. Just great gour;met
food, made fre_sh. And free nibblers, too -
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436

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

·'

ORLANDO

ALAFAYA

ph ( 407) 482-4727

.
CrlSfers
\
MON-THU. i0:30AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM
SUN. I I.AM - 8 PM

>' In
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To see all our menu selections, dick
· on www.crispers.com.
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